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Distinguished guest, respected participants
Ladies and Gentlemen
Dear all participants, welcome to Palembang, lndonesia. I am indeed honored to have all of you who have come from many
parts of the world to the Third lnternational Conference on Construction and Building Engineering (ICONBUILD 2017) during
1,4th 
- 
U'h August 2017 al Palembang, lndonesia.
This year's conference is organized by Universitas Sriwijaya in collaboration with Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM). Please
allow me in this occasion to deliver our kindness in hosting and organizing this conference. lt is our great pleasure to see that
the conference is effective media to link the engineers from many parts of the world, especially those with a commitment to
advance sustainable development and environmental friendly buildings and infrastructures. lencourage all participants to
partlcipate actively in the interesting annual discussions over the next days. lwish everyone a successful and worthy
conference.
The theme for ICONBUILD 2017 is'Smart Constructions towards Global Challenges'. lt is expected will be worthwhile platform for researchers and engineers to
present their finding in the areas on multidisciplinary related to civil engineering and built environment issues for any global challenges. Also, it has provided an
opportunity for the professionals and researchers to learn and share about the latest development and research in civil engineering whi€h corresponds to
Sriwijaya lJniversity's vision and mission to increase journal publishing in Civil Engineering Department.
I appreciated all the members of the organizing committee who have worked hard to prepare the conference and who has dedicated their valuable time to
organize this conference, The conference committee expresses our gratitude and great appreciation towards all the authors, reviewers, and participants for the
great contribution to ensure the success of this event. Finally, we would like to say thank you to all participants and have a nice day in Palembang.
Rector of Sriwijaya Univesity
Prof. Dr. h. Anis Saggaff, MSCE
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I am very pleased to have the opportunity to welcome you to the Third lnternational Conference on Construction and Building
Engineering (ICONBUILDI2017, which is hosted by Sriwijaya UnivJrsity and cooperated with Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. This
conference is organized by Civil Engineering Department, with fullsupport of the Faculty of Engineering, Sriwijaya University.
It is an honoured to have outstanding speakers from ardund the world. This international event gathers researchers, educators
and experts from government, the private sector, various international organizations, academia and the civil society involved in
the general areas of of civil engineering and built environment to disseminate their latest research results. I am confident that the
ICONBUILD 2017 will be an excellent opportunity to exchange views and raise awareness of the importance of the two
fundamental and linked topics of the conference (Engineeringand Environment) in enhancing the live in our country and
worldwide.
lJ lJ II lI I' IJ IJ IJ IJ,
Finally I would like to thank all those who have contributed to this Conference. I wish to express my gratitude to the Organizing Committee and the Scientific
Committee for their diligence. The various sponsors are aiso thanked for their kind support.
Dean of Engineering Faculty ofSriwijaya Univesity
Prof. lr. Subriyer Nasir, M.S., Ph.D
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On behalf of the organizing commitee, I am delighted to welcome you to the Third lnternational Conference on Construction
and Building Engineering (ICONBUILD 20171during 14'h to 17th August 2017 at Palembang, lndonesia. tCONBUtLD 2017 is the
biennial lnternational conference organized by Sriwijaya Unlverslty (UNSRI) and UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia (UTM).
The theme for ICONBUILD 2017 is'Smart Constructions towards Global Challenges'. lt is hoped that this conference will be
useful platform for researchers to present their finding in the areas on multidisciplinary related to civil engineering and built
evironment issues. This conference will provide opportunities to exchange ideas, knowledge, and development of the latest
research among the engineers and researchers.lCONBUlLD 2OI-t received 260 submissions from 18 countries and 125
affiliations that were revlewed by ICONBUILD reviewers.
Please allow
We are very
Komatsu Dr.
s pea l<e rs.
me to deliver our
honored to have
The conference committee expresses its gratitude towards all the author, reviewers, and participants for the great contribution to enssure the success of this
event. Finally, I sincerely thank all the members of the organizing committee who have worked hard to prepare the conference.
Executive Chairman
Prof. Dr. lr. Anis Saggaff, MSCE
Agric. Sci. (Kyoto University, Japan), Prof. Dr. Mohammad lsmail (UTM, Malaysia), and Prof. lr Dr Mahmood Md Tahir (UTM, Malaysia) as a keynote
best regard to South Sumatera Governor, lr. H. Alex Noerdin, S.H., for the help and support.
Prof. Datuk lr. Dr. Wahid Omar (UTM, Malaysia), Prof. Dr. lr. H. Anis Saggaff, MSCE (Sriwijaya University, lndonesia), Prof. Kohei
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GENERAI. INFORMATION
Date
l+77 Au$ust,2OlT
Venue
The conference venue is Aryaduta Hotel, which is located at PoM lX Street, l(omplek Palembang Square Mall, Lorok Pakjo, llir Barat l, Kota
Palemban& Sumatera Selatan 30137, lndonesia.
Lan8ual€
En8lish is the official language in the conference, Papers are written and presented orally in English
Prrsentation Notes
Each presentation is allocated 10 minutes, followed by 5 minutes for Q&A. Speakers should arrive 15 minutes before the start of the session, and
confirm their names and institution to the session chair.
lnternet Access
Free wi-Fi access will be available in the conference rooms. lD and password for the seryice can be obtained from the registration desk,
openlng Celemony
Free lndonesian traditional drinks and 6oods are sewed for participants at Griya Agung. Opening ceremony is held on 146 August 2017 from 19:OO to
21:00.
lrrnch
Participants will be provided lunches for 2 days (15-15 August 2OU) at Grand Ballroom Aryaduta as scheduled in the conference time table,
TEdltional {Blda/ Boat Race
Participants and accompanying persons in |CONBullD 2017 are invited toioin a post conference program in a The Annual Bidar Race Tour Package.
Date of tour on ThuMay, 17 August 2017 [@.00 AM to 03.00 PMI.
I
INFORMATION ABOUT PALEMBANG
Local Csrency
The local currency is lndonesian Rupiah (lDR). You may exchange most international currencies at money exchanges at airport and local bank.
Diallng Code
The dialing code of lndonesia is +52' most mobile phone models can be used in lndonesia.
mlffienmffieEft
Time Zone
Palembang is 7 hours ahead of UTC (+7 hr).
Elect city
Electricity in lndonesia is 220 volts AC and 50 Hz cycle power. While your 110 volt appliances from your home country will work with a transformer
and plug adapter, you may not be able to service them or get spare parts in lndonesia. lndonesian electrical plugs have two pins as shown. They fit
into European outlets
Weather in August
ln Palembang, the month of August is characterized by essentially constant daily high temperaturet with daily highs around 32"C (90'F) throughout
the month, rarely exceeding 33'C (92'F) or dropping below 30'C (86'F). Daily low temperatures are around 23"C 174'Fl, rarely falling below (22"C)
72'F or exceeding (24'c) 75'F.
Credlt Card
All the major credh cards (Visa, Mastercard, American Express) are accepted in hotels, and in most restaurants and shops.
Bank service
Most banks are open from 9:00 to 15:00, and close on weekends and national holidays. ATMS tend to have lon8er operating hours (some of them
are available 24 hours) and tend to be available on weekends and holidays.
2
TTrl, rI
Shopping Hours
Department stores are open daily from 10:00to 21:30. Smaller stores and shops may have shorter hours. Large chain stores open everyday, however
smaller independent stores may close one day a week.
Emergency
The nationwide emergencl phone numbers are:
Police:110
Ambulance: 118/u9
Fire:113
mmten&0ndeneftflc@AreEW
Public Transpodation
Palembang is served by many kind of public transportation. However for safety and convenient reason, you are suggested to use metered taxi. There
are many taxi companies that are ready to sen e the requirement for passengers by the certain tariff in accordance with the distance that will be
through.
Reclmended taxiservices in Palembang are:
. Blue Bid Group, Phone +627U-36U1 [1r choice]
. Star cab TaxL Phone +62711-447878 [2d choice]
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INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
1. Prof. Datuk lr. Dr. Wahid Omar, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
2. Prof" Dr. Muhd Zaimi Bin Abd Maiid, UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
3. Prof. Dr. Mohammad Bin lsmail, UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
4. Prof. lr. Dr. Mahmood Bin Md. Tahir, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
5. Prof. lr. Dr. Mohd Hanim Bin Osman, UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
6. Prof. Dr. Safian Sharif, UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
7. Prof. lr. Dr. Rosli Bin Mohd Zin, UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
8. Assoc. Prof. Sr. Dr. Faridah lsmai!, UniversitiTeknologi Mara, Malaysia
9. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Norhazilan Bin Md Noor, UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
10. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Abdu! Rahman Bin Mohd. Sam, UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
11. Dr. Shek Poi Ngian, UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
t2. Dr. Mohammadamin Azimi, UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
13. Professor Osamu Takahashi, Nagaoka University of Technology, Japan
14. Professor Seom Jeong Sang, Yonsei University, Korea
15. Professor Dr. Kirn Jang-Ho Jay, Yonsei University, Korea
15. Professor Lee Juhnwan, Yonsei University, Korea
17. Mohan Maweswaran Kumaraswamy, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
18. Professor Geoffrey Q. P. Shen, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong
19. TonyThorpe, Loughborough University, United Kingdom
20. Emeritus Prof. RogerJames Plank, University of Sheffield, United Kingdom
21. Professor Dr. Jean-Paul Lebet, Ecole Polytechnique F6d6rale De Lausanne, France
22. Halim Boussabaine, University of Liverpool, United Kingdom
23. Dr-lng. Hans Peter Leimer, University of Applied Sciences And Arts Hawk Hildesheim, Germany
24. Dr lng. Wolfgang Rettberg, University of Applied Sciences And Arts Hawk Hildesheim, Germany
25. Professor Dr. Md. Zakariahossain, Mie University, Japan
26. Professor Chimay J. Anumba, Florida University, USA
27. Professor Miroslaw J. Skibniewski, University of Maryland, USA
3t, At|9ci..!,€ Professor Yixin;Shao, Mcgill University, Quebec, Canada
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20L3. He obtained his Ph.D.in Structural Engineering from the University of
Birmingham, his Master's degree in Bridge Engineering from the University of
Surrey, and his Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering degree from the
University of Strathclyde, United Kingdom. He is a Fellow of the lnstitution of
Engineers Malaysia, a registered Professional Engineer with the Board of
Engineers Malaysia and a member of various professional bodies. He is also
an Honorary Member of the ASEAN Federation of Engineering Organization
(AFEO).His areas of expertise include structural assessment, reinforced and
pre-stressed concrete and ductility of high strength concrete and project
management. Prior to his present appointment, he was the Deputy Vice-
Chancellor (Development) (201,1,-2013) and the Director of the Office of
Asset and Development (2008-2011). ln his capacity as the then Director of
the Office of Asset and Development, he was entrusted with a major task to
manage UTM campus development projects worth RM1 billion.
Prof. Datuk lr. Dr. Wahid Omar
V.C. Universiti Teknologi Moloysia,
Molaysio
Wahid Omar is a Professor of Structural
Engineering at the Faculty of Civil
Engineering, Universiti Teknologi
Malaysia (UTM). He was appointed as the
Vice-Chancellor of UTM in September
Advocating Mindset for Cooperative Partnership for
Better Future of Construction lndustry
Construction industry players are known for their low acceptance on the
changes. Hence, it is identified that the biggest challenge in the industry is
changing the mindset. This paper highlights the importance of
transformation in shaping for better future of the industry. Transformation
favors innovation and progressive development in the industry and
specifically in managing a project. Thus changes in mindset of players with an
eye to the future and focus on what is coming are paramount in inculcating
the transformation culture in construction eco-system.The key to the success
of transformation is the collaborative and cooperative partnering which
ensuring the performance of every stage of project delivery. The
collaborative, cooperative, and concerted effort of all parties involved in the
project create mutual understanding on mission and vision of project.
Adopting healthy and harmonious project culture, implementing innovative
procurement that emphasis on fair risk sharing. This cooperative partnership
should be the future of the project undertaking in the construction industry.
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
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1986, obtained his Master of Science in Prestressed Structures in Civil
Engineering Department at University of Kentucky USA in 1994, and awarded
PhD in Steel Composite and Structure from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia
(UTM) in 2007. He has been Lecturer in Civil Engineering Department of
Engineering Faculty and a Researcher at Sriwijaya University since 1987. He
becomes a Professor in the field of Cold Formed Steel science May 1, 2013.
Prof. Dr. lr. Anis Saggaff, MSCE is a head of Structure and Construction
Research Laboratory (SCRL) Sriwijaya University. His research interests are
steel, concrete, wood design, composite building structure and composite
bridges design. His works have been published in many international and
national journals. He also actively participates in national and internatlonal
conference as Speakers, Steering Committee and Scientific Committee. He
participated in several workshops overseas and domestic, such as Short
Course; Laminated Wood for Construction in Kyoto, Japan (2002) which held
by Wood Research lnstitute (WRl) University of Kyoto Japan (JSPS 
- 
LlPl).
Prof. Dr. Ir. Anis Saggaff, MSCE
Rector of Sriwijayo University,
lndonesia
Prof. Dr. lr. H. Anis Saggaff, MSCE is the
Rector of Sriwijaya University, South
Sumatera, lndonesia for period of 2015 
-
2019. He was bord on Octorber 28'h 1962.
He got a bachelor degree in Civil
Engineering at Sriwijaya University in
Structural Aspects of Cold-Formed Steel Section Designed
Composite beam construction usually associated with old-style Hot-Rolled
Steel Section (HRSS) has proven to act much better in compare with Cold-
Formed Steel Section (CFSS) sections due to thicker section. However, the
use of cold-formed steel section as composite beam is getting popular to
replace HRSS in some aspects of design such as composite beam due to its
advantages. The advantages such as lightweight, cost effective and easy to
install have contributed to the use of cold-formed steel as a preferred
construction material for composite beam design. There is a few technical
data available regarding the application of composite systems that
incorporates the use of CFSS, despite the potentials of the system in
residential and light industrial constructions. This paper presents on
experimental tests results which have been conducted using CFSS as
composite beam. Composite action of CFSS arranged as double beam with
Self-Compacting Concrete (SCC) slab are integrated together with bolted
shear connectors were used. A full-scale test comprised of 3 proposed
composite beam specimens with bolted shear connector spaced at 300mm
interval of grade 8.8 was installed with single nut and washer on the CFS
flange, cast to slab and tested till failed. The experimental test results show
that the bolted shear connector possessed good ultimate strength and
ultimate moment capacities for the proposed composite beam. lt was
therefore concluded that, bolted shear connectors of l-6mm in diameter
performed better than the rest of bolted shear connectors.
I
as U-Shape Composite Beam
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Prof. Kohei Komatsu, Dr. Agric. SCI
Reseocrh I nstitute for Suistoi no ble
H u mo nosp he re (R I SH ), Kyoto
University, Japon
Prof. Kohei Komatsu, Dr. Agric. SCl. is a
Researcher at Laboratory of Structural
Function, Research lnstitute for
Sustainable Humanosphere at Kyoto
University, Japan and Distinguished
Professor of Nanjing Forestry University,
Department of Timber Construction, College of Materials Science and
Engineering, Nanjing Forestry University, China. He Obtain his Degree of
"Doctor of Agriculture" with thesis titled "Application of Fracture Mechanics
to Timber Adhesive Joints" in 1977 from Kyoto University. Professor Kohei
Komatsu received "Fiscal 2004 Hideo Sugiyama Award" from Japan Timber
Engineering Society, for the work titled as "Application and Popularization of
Drift-Pinned Joints to Glulam Structures". During his involvement in research,
publication and study for the last 40 years, he has published more than 120
indexed journals domestic and international with 371 citations and also he is
an active lecturer in many university around the world. His main area of
research and expertise is timber structures and joints. His experience in
lnternational Conferences is heavily acquired including as a Chairman, lnvited
speaker and Key-note speaker. He was entrusted as a Principle researcher of
the Grant-in-aid for Scientific Research-B2 with the total amount of budget
of Y16,000,000 "Development and Analyses on Strength Enhancement
Mechanism of lnnovative Wooden Post & Beam Structures in Which
Material's Characteristics are Optimized"
Development of Stiffer and Ductile Glulam Porta! Frame
Portal frame structures, which are constituted of straight glulam beams and
columns connected semi-rigidly by steel insert gusset plate with a lot of drift
pins, were the first successful wooden structures widely used in Japan. ln
addition to this connection system, the author invented also a new type of
jointing devise for glulam structures named as "Lagscrewbolt" which had a
full threaded portion at inner part to grip wooden member as well as another
thread part at the end of shank to connect with other member. The initial
type of "Lagscrewbolt" was successfully applied to a various types of glulam
buildings which could be rapidly built-up on construction site. lts strength
performance, however, was rather brittle therefore the improvement of the
ductility was a crucial research subject. ln order to give a sufficient ductility
on the "Lagscrewbolted joint system", so-called "slotted Bolted Connection"
concept was adopted for making use of large energy dissipation
characteristics due to high-tension bolted steel connection with slotted bolt
holes. Static & dynamic performance of glulam portal frame specimens was
evaluated by static cyclic loading test as well as shaking table test. Current
latest form of the jointing system can show very high ductility as well as
stable hysteretic cyclic loops by inserting brass-shim between steel-to-steel
friction interface.
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the faculty. Prof. Dr. Mohammad lsmail obtained his B.Sc. (Hons) Civil Eng.
from University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK, M.Sc. (Eng) from University of
Liverpool, UK and Ph.D. from Aston University, UK. His research interests
include Concrete Durability, Corrosion of Reinforcement, NDT & Structural
Forensic Engineering, Sustainable Construction Materials and Environmental
Engineering. With this knowledge, he involved in many consultancy works
testing and evaluating bridges, buildings, pump house and stadium. He has
published more than 80 papers for various journals, conference proceedings
and keynote address. Among other positions he held in UTM for the past 30
years were:, Head of Department of Structures and Materials, Head of
Laboratory and Chairman of lnternational Conference and Committees. He is
currently an active member of BEM, MSSA, MySET, PERINTIS and PERKOM.
Prof. Dr. Mohammad lsmail
U nive rsiti Te knolog i M ol oysi o,
Malaysio
Prof. Dr. Mohammad lsmail is a Professor
at Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) where he has
been a faculty member since 1986.
Currently, he is Deputy Dean of Research,
lnnovation, Community and Networking at
Effects of Climate and Corrosion on Concrete Behaviour
Corrosion of steel is a damaging agent that reduces the functional and
structural responsibilities of reinforced concrete structures. Accordingly,
reinforced concrete structures exposed to environments that are prone to
concrete carbonation or chloride attack coupled with high temperature and
relative humidity suffer from accelerated corrosion of reinforcing material.
Also, literature proves that climate influences corrosion of concrete, and
suggests investigation of impact of corrosion on concrete based on climate
zone. Therefore, this paper presents the effects of climate and corrosion on
concrete behaviour, using bond strength of concrete as a case study.
Concrete specimens were prepared form concrete mix that was infested with
3.5 kgm 3 of sodium chloride to accelerate corrosion. The specimens were
cured in 3.5% sodium chloride water solution for 28 days before subjecting
them to exposure conditions of concrete. Pull-out tests were conducted at
time intervals for one year to measure the impact of exposure condition and
corrosion on bond strength of concrete. The results show reduction of bond
strength of concrete by 32%, 28% and 8% after one year of subjection of the
specimens to the unsheltered natural climate, sheltered natural climate, and
laboratory ambient environment respectively. The findings indicate that the
climate influences corrosion of steel in concrete. Corrosion of the reinforcing
steel in the concrete produces rust within the concrete and breeds unwanted
tensile stress prior to concrete volumetric expansion.
t6
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before pursuing his Master degree at
University of Nebraska Lincoln, USA. After completing his master
degree (MSc) in Structure Engineering, he continued to serve Faculty
of Civil Engineering, UTM from 1989 to 1993. He continued his study
for PhD in January 1-994 at University of Warwick, United Kingdom and
managed to complete his study in May 1997, During his involvement
in research and publication for the last 20 years, he has published L05
indexed journals with H-index of 9 and 274 citations. His main areas of
research are steel structures, composite structures, and concrete
structures. He also has registered as member of lnstitute Engineer
Malaysia (MIEM). At present, he is a Senior Director of lnstitute for
Sma rt I nfrastructu re and I n novative Construction, Un iversiti Teknologi
Malaysia.
Prof. !r. Dr. Mahmood Md Tahir
U niversiti Teknologi Malaysio, Malaysio
Prof. lr. Dr. Mahmood Md. Tahir joined
UTM in May 1985 as Assistant Lecturer
"A" after completing his first degree from
University of lowa, USA. He taught
diploma students from May 1985 to 1988
Economic Aspects of !nterlocking Hollow Brick System
Designed for lndustrialized Building System
Construction industry has moved forward into a technology driven
where a transition is in progress from conventional method to a more
advanced and mechanised system known as the lndustrialised Building
System (lBS). However, the need to implement the IBS should be well
understood by all construction players such as designer, architect,
contraction, erectors and construction workers. Therefore, there is a
need to educate all these construction players which should be
spearheaded by authorities such as Construction lndustrial
Development Bcard where enforcement trough building by laws as
well as initiative to those that adopt the IBS in their construction. This
paper reports on economic aspects of using interlocking hollow bricl<
system in construction as an alternative method offered for
industrialized Building System. The main objective is to address the
economic aspects of using interlocking block system in terms of time,
costs, and utilization of manpower and to present some of the
experirnental tests results related to lnterlocking Hollow Brick System
(IHBS). Example of savings from the use of IHBS is presented in this
paper by comparing the construction of two storey terrace house with
build-up area of about 2O0 square meter with conventionai
construction method of typical reinforced concrete construction (RCC)
compared to IHBS. The comparison shows that the implementation of
IHBS can reduce construction time, cost, and utilization of man power
up to 26.6% compared to the conventional method. Moreover, the
construction time using IHBS can also be reduced by up to 50% as
compared to the conventional construction.
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PROGRAM AT GLANCE
Date
L4lO8l2OL7
Time
13.00 
- 
L7.OO
19.00 
- 
19.30
LsloslaOLT
19.30 
- 
19.50
L9.50 
- 
20.10 Welcome speech : Design and Build Sport City Jakabaring in Short Time Griya Agung
20.10 
- 
20.30
20.30 
- 
2L.OO
Registration
08.00 
- 
L2.oo
Opening ceremony
LL.OO 
- 
13.00
lntroduction speech : Rector
13.00 
- 
1s.00
L6lO8l2OL7
15.00 
- 
15.15
Dinner
15.15 
- 
L7.L5
Sriwijaya Dance
08.00 
- 
10.00
Keynote speaker
10.00 
- 
10.15
Lunch
L7lO8l2OL7
10.15 
- 
LZ.OO
Activity
Paralel Session I
LZ.OO 
- 
13.00
Coffee Break
13.00 
- 
15.00
Paralel Session Il
15.00 
- 
15.15
Paralel Session lll
15.15 
- 
L7.L5
Coffee break
L7.L5 
- 
L7.45
Paralel Session IV
08.00 
- 
15.00
Lunch
Paralel Session V
Coffee break
Paralel Session VI
Clossing ceremony
Traditional Bidar Boat Race
Aryaduta
Location
Aryaduta Hotel
Aryaduta Hotel
Riverside Restaurant
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM
Time
08.00 
- 
10.00
10.00 
- 
10.1s
10.15 
- 
12.00
LZ.OO 
- 
13.00
13.00 
- 
15.00
15.00 
- 
15.15
15.15 
- 
L7.L5
Ballroom 1 Ballroom 2
Keynote speaker (session l)
Keynote speaker (session ll)
Time
08.00 
- 
10.00
10.00 
- 
10.15
10.15 
- 
LZ.OO
LZ.OO 
- 
13.00
13.00 
- 
15.00
15.00 
- 
15.15
15.15 
- 
L7.L5
L7.L5 
- 
L7.45
15th August2OLT
Meeting Room 1 Meeting Room 2
Ballroom 1
Room
Coffee break
LUNCH
Paralel Session I
Coffee Break
Paralel Session I!
Ballroom 2
16th AugustIOLT
Meeting Room 3
Meeting Room 1 Meeting Room 2
tl, Il
Room
Paralel Session Ill
Coffee break
Parale! Session IV
LUNCH
Parale! Session V
Coffee Break
Paralel Session Vl
Closing ceremony
Meeting Room 5
Meeting Room 3 Meeting Room 5
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KEYNOTE SPEECHES
Tuesday, 15 August2OLT
Advocating Mindset for Cooperative Partnership for Better Future of Construction tndustry
Prof. Datuk lr. Dr. Wahid Omar, UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
Structural Aspects of Cold-Formed Steel Section Designed as U-Shape Composite Beam
Prof. Dr. !r. Anis Saggaff, MSCE, Sriwijaya University, lndonesia
Development of Stiffer and Ductile Glulam Portal Frame
Prof. Kohei Komatsu, Dr. Agric. SCl, Research lnstitute for Suistainable Humanosphere (RISH), Kyoto University, Japan
Effects of Climate and Corrosion on Concrete Behaviour
Prof. Dr. Mohammad lsmail, UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
Economic Aspects of !nterlocking Hollow Brick System Designed for lndustrialized Building System
Prof. lr. Dr. Mahmood MD Tahir, UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
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INSTRUCTION FOR SPEAKERS
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General
. Presentations will be given using the computers provided by the ICONBUILD Committee. Presenters' personal computers cannot be used.
. All session rooms are equipped with a LCD projector, computer, microphones, laser pointer, timer and screen. The laptops in the oral session
rooms are notequipped to accommodate audio sound.
. Keynote speakers presentation slot is 25 minutes; 15 minutes for presentation and 10 minutes for discussion.
. contributed presentations are 15 minutes; the presentation lasts 10 minutes with 5 minutes available for discussions.
. Arrive a 15 minutes before the session and introduce yourselfto the session moderator
. There will be no rearran8ement of papers within an oral session to accommodate absences or cancellations. The time assigned to an oral
presentation within the oral sesslon is flxed.
. Please kindly notify and confirm the Symposium Chair if the speaker of the oral presentation is different to the one who reglstered and
submitted paper,
. The certificate of paper presentation (oral/poster) will be given on the room ln the end ofeach session bythe svmposium chair/moderator.
Presentation Materials
. Presenters are required to submit an eledronic versionof their talk/presentation materials at one day prior to their presentation to the
PRESENTATION CORNER at Aryaduta Lobby or at least 1 (one) hour before the session. Files are reviewed, scanned for viruses and loaded onto
the appropriate computers in the session rooms. Changes to submitted files will not be allowed.
r Please rename the presentation file withr pAPER lD_AuthorName
. Files transferred to the session computers will be well archievedby the committee but it cannot be copied by anyone (participants). Anyone
wishin8 to receive a copy ofthe slides should contact the presenter.
. Presentations must be submitted in Microsoft Power Point or PDF format. Acceptable media is USB flash drive. Macintosh computers will notbe
available in any of the session rooms. Authors using a Macintosh must ensure their presentations operate cotrectly using Microsoft Office 2013
or Adobe Acrobat in the Windows environment.
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No.
13,00 - 13,1_5
Pa
13.15 - 13.30
er !D
Experimental Study on The lmpact of Rain
SCE-001 Water Puddle of Asphalt Pavement
Structure
The Effectiveness of Nonlinear Acoustic
SCE_002 Testing for Evaluation of Damage in
Concrete being Exposed at Elevated
Temperature
lnfluence of Partial Pre-stressing Ratio
SCE_003 Level to the Energy Dissipation andDuctility of Reactive Powder Concrete
Beam-Column Joint Sub-assemblages
Analysis of rotational and sliding collapse
SCE-004 modes of masonry arches via Durand-
Claye's method
13.30 - 13.4s
Ballrgom 2 - Session ! - 15 August 2Ot7 ltt.O0 - 15.00)
13.45 - 14.00
Title Authors
14,00 - 14,15
5
7
1.4.15 - 1"4.30
c.E_nnE Construction Method And Performance of Hartawan Madeali, B. Suhendro,JLL-,L'J 
Bugis Traditional House ln Wind Disasters E.Pradipto' and A.Kusumawanto
14.30 - t4.45
Predicting Shear Critical Behavior of High-
SCE-006 Strength Reinforced Concrete Columns
Using Finite Element Methods
Arizu Sulaiman, Noraini Mohd Salleh,
SCE-007 Nuraziyati Sukardi, Tan Cher Siang and
Anis Saggaff
SCE_.,' Altho Sagara, Adrian Firdaus, Handrawan
Anggara and Winda Herviani putri
Firdaus chairuddin civil Engineering, Hasanuddin University
Rabah Hammoud and Hatem urra Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal, Montreal(Qc), Canada.
Siti Aisyah Nurjannah, Bambans
Budiono, lswandi irrur, .nO ' Balai Diklat PUPR tl, Ministry of public Works
saptahari sugiri and People Housing
Riccardo Barsotti, Danila Aita, and Department of Civil and Industrial Engineering,
Stefano Bennati University of Pisa, Largo Lazzarino, 56122 pisa,
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14.45 - 15.00
PARALLEL SESSIONS
SUBTOPIC: SCE-001 
- 
SCE-046
Affiliation
Harun Alrasyid, Fahrudin Safi, Data Civil Engineering Department, lnstitut Teknologi
lranata, Pujo Aji, and Yu Chen-Ou Sepuluh Nopember, Surabaya, lndonesia
Experimental Evaluation of UTM construction Research centre (urM-cRC),
Composite Beam-to-Column Joint Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti, Teknologi
Using Cold-Formed Steel sections Malaysia, 81310 Johor Bahru, Johor, Malaysia
Existing structure Modelling and civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Retrofitting of Bridge column Engineering, parahyangan catholic University,
Italy
Architecture Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Hasanuddin University, Makassar,
lndo nesia
Defect Bandu lndonesia
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No. Time
15.15 - 15.30
Paper lD
15.30 - 15,45
lncreased of Capacity lntegral Bridges with
scE-009 Reinforced concrete Beams for single span
SCE-010 Wind TunnelTest of MusiVl Bridge
1s 4s - 16 00 scE-011 i::;:TLffi!;ffi?rTlj"i"Ttaineras
Ballroom 2 - Session !l - 15 August 2OL7 (15.15 - 17.151
16.00 - 16.15 SCE-o12
Title
16.15 - 15.30 SCE-013
16.30 - L6.45
lmage-Based Non-Destructive Evaluation
Method for Building Condition Assessment
Effects of bleeding on corrosion of
horizontal steel bars in reinforced concrete
column specimen
16.4s - L7.00
N, Retno Setiati and Septinurriandiani
Robby Permata, Matza Gusto Andika,
Syariefatunnisa,Eri Risdhiawan, Budi
Hermawan, dan lndra Noordiana
Philip Ling Chie Hui and Tan Cher Siang
scE-014 ;T:y;:t''n 
Cost rndex: A case studv rn
Experimental Behaviour of Beam-Column
SCE-015 Connection using Cold-Formed Steel
Sections with Rectangular Gusset-Plate
lmplementation of lndustrialized Building
SCE-O16 System (lBS) in West Sumatra Construction
I nd ustry
Authors
77.OO - 17.15
Hui Lin Ng, Siow WeiJaw, Mazlan
Hashim, Poi Ngian Shek, and Kar Seong
Lim
Sandra Nevy, Keiyu Kawaai, lsao Ujike,
Nakai lppei, and Nsama Willick
Chai Chang Saar, Loo Siaw Chuing,
Aminah Md Yusof, Rozana Zakariaand
Theong May Chuan
K.M. Aminuddin, Anis Saggaff, and
Mahmood Md Tahir
Alzahri, Rosli Mohamad Zin, lndra
Farni, Edrizal, Elfi, and Saeed Balubai
lnstitute of Road Engineering, and
Development Agency, The Ministry of Public
Works and Public Housing, lndonesia
Universitas Bung Hatta, Civil Engineering
Department, Sumatera street 
- 
Ulak Karang,
Padang 25133, lndonesia
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia, Johor Bahru, Malaysia
Geoscience & Digital Earth Centre (lNSTeG),
Research lnstitute of Sustainable
Environment (RISE), Universiti Teknologi
Malaysia (UfM), Johor Bahru, Malaysia
Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, Ehime University, 3,
Bunkyocho, Matsuyama, Ehime, Japan
Department of Structure and Materials,
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia, 81310 Skudal, .lohor,
Malaysia
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engi nee ri ng, Sriwijaya U n iversity, I ndo nesia
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia 81310 Skudai, Johor
Bahru, Malaysia
Affiliation
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08.00 - 08.15
08.15 - 08.30 SCE-018
scE-017
08.30 - 08.45 SCE-019
Bond Behavior between Embedded
Through-Section Bars and Concrete
Bonding Capacity of GFRP Sheet on
Strengthened Reinforced Concrete
Beams after Sea Water lmmersion
Detail Finite Element Formulations for
Nonlinear Semi-rigid Steel Frame
Cyclic Behaviour of Expanded
Polystyrene (EPS) Sandwich Concrete
Walls
Evaluation of Different Seismic Analysis
Procedures for Concrete Moment-
Resistant Frames with Horizontal Re-
entrant Corners lrregularity
Sensitivity Analysis of Tall Buildings in
Semarang, lndonesia Due to Fault
Earthquakes with Maximum 7 MW
Confinement Hoops of Compression
Zone in Beam Under Cyclic Loading
Parametric Study of Engineering Wood
Encased Concrete-Steel (EWECS)
Composite Columns using 3D FE
Ballroom 2 - Session
08.45 - 09.00 scE-020
09.00 - 09.L5 scE-021
15 Au
09.15 - 09.30 SCE-022
ust 2017
Linh Van Hong Bui, Boonchai
Stitmannaithum, Tamon Ueda and
Pitcha Jongvivatsakul
Mufti Amir Sultan and Rudy
Djamaluddin
Shahrin Mohammad, Ahmad
Baharuddin Abd Rahman, Yeong
Huei Lee, Chau Khun Ma, Ahmad
Zaidon Rais, and Sariffuddin Saad
AriWibowo
09.30 - 09.45 SCE-023
tlLl,LlLtLIutr-tLh-[i-tLtLtr[LlLILlLlrlLIrLlrlulL[LtrrIL [r [r h [r h xl trr [r f]r
08.00 
- 
10.00)
09.45 - 10.00 scE-024
Department of Civil Engineering,
Chulalongkorn University, Thailand
Civil Engineering Department, Khairun
University, Gambesi Ternate, lndonesia
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia, 81310 Johor Bahru,
Johor, Malaysia
Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty
of Engi neering, Brawijaya University,
Malang, 65L49, lndonesia
Associate Professor, Department of Civil
Engineering, The University of Jordan,
Amman, Jordan
Civil Engineeri ng Department,
Diponegoro U niversity. 50275 Semarang,
lndonesia
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineeri ng, Diponegoro University,
Semarang, lndonesia
Department of Civil Engineering,
Engineering Faculty, Andalas University,
lndonesiaModellin
Anis S. Shatnawi and Laith L
Gharaibeh
Windu Partono, Bambang Pardoyo,
lndrastono Dwi Atmanto, Lisa Azizah
and RouliDian Chintami
Yulita Arni Priastiwi, lswandi lmran,
Nuroji and Arif Hidayat
Fauzan, Ruddy Kurniawan, and Zev
AlJauhari
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No. Time
10.15 - 10.30 SCE-025
Paper lD
10.30 - 10.45 SCE-025
10.45 - 11.00 SCE-027
Experimental I nvestigation of
FlexuralBehaviour of U-
ShapedConcreteSubgrade Panel
Performance of Bamboo Wulung
Reinforced Concrete Beams
Foamed Concrete Containing Rice Husk
Ash as Sand Replacement: Experimental
Study on Compressive Strength
Wind Tunnel Study of Wind Load on
Chimney at Difference Wind Direction by
Considering Surrounding Buildings
Compressive Strength Models of Repaired
Concrete Structures
Application of the cementitious grouts on
stability and durability of semi-flexible
bituminous mixtures
Flexural Performance of Steel Fibre
Reinforced Concrete (SFRC) Ribbed Slab
with Various Topping Thicknesses
Ballroom 2 - Session !V - 16 August 2Ot7 (L0.15 
- 
l2.OOl
l_1.00 - 1L.15 SCE-028
Title
11.15 - 11.30 SCE-029
11.30 - 11.45 SCE-030
IJ IJ
11.45 - 12.00
IJUIJ
Nur AizaShuhada Kamarudin,
Azman Mohamed, HasananMd
Nor, and Nur Hafizah A. Khalid
Agus Setiya Budi, AP Rahmadi,
and Endang Rismunarsi
Rahmat Hidayah Muhammed
Rum, Zainorizuan Mohd Jaini,
Koh Heng Boon and Siti Amirah
Azra Khairuddin
Matza Gusto Andika,
Syariefatunnisa, and Wibawa
Purabaya
Nazirah Mohd Apandi, Chau-
Khun Ma, Abdullah Zawawi
Awang, Wahid Omar
Muhammad Karami
Fadhillah Abdul Rahman, Afidah
Abu Bakar, and Mohd Hisbany
Mohd Hashim
Authors
scE-031
IJ rJ IJ !1, rJ IJ ll, I,l
Department of Highway and
Tra nsportatlon, U niversitiTeknologi
Malaysia, 8L310 Skudai Johor, Malaysia
Universitas Sebelas Maret, Surakarta,
lndonesia
Faculty of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, Universiti Tun Hussein Onn
Malaysia, 86400 Parit Raja, Johor,
Malaysia
National Laboratory for Aerodynamics,
Aero elastics, and Aero Acoustics
Technology
Department of Structure and Materials,
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti
Teknologi, Malaysia, Malaysia
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Lampung University, Bandar
Lampung, lndonesia
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti
Teknologi Mara (UiTM), Shah Alam,
Selangor, Malaysia
Affiliation
rJ
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Time
13.00 - L3.L5 SCE-032
Pa
13,15 - 13.30 SCE-033
er lD
13.30 - 13,45 SCE-034
Flexural strength and behaviour of
SFRSCC ribbed slab under four point
bending
Headed Reinforcement in Concrete
Structure : State of The Art
Fatigue Characteristics of Polymer
Reinforced Bituminous Mixtures
Structural Performance of Cold-formed
Wall Frame under Combined Gravity
and Lateral Loading
Numerical study on the modification of
long links in eccentrically braced frame
An Experimental Study of Bending
Behaviour of Double Channel and
Hollow Sections of Light Gauge Steel
lssues of Shear Deformation
Measurement in Experimental Studies
Prediction Of Shear Capacity Of Shear
Connector ln Cold-formed Composite
Beam Encased With Self-compacting
Co ncrete
Ballroom 2 - Session V - 15
13.45 - 14,00 SCE-035
Title
6
14.00 - 14.Ls SCE-035
14.15 - 14.30 SCE-037
ust 2017
14.30-!4.45 SCE-038
Hazrina Ahmad
Harun Alrasyid, Yehezkiel
Yogananta, Munarus Suluch, and
Data lranata
lbrahim Kamaruddin, Meor
Othman Hamzah and lVlohammed
Hadi Nahi
Shek Poi Ngian, Lim Teck Thong,
and Mahmood Md Tahir
Musbar, Bambang Budiono, Dyah
Kusumastuti, and Herlien D. Setio
Sabril Haris, Andrey Prasetio,
Rendy Tharnrin, and Hazmal
Herman
Basyaruddin and Min Yuan Cheng
Achmad Abraham S. A., Anis
Saggaff, and M. M. Tahir
13.00 
- 
ls.001
Authors
14.45 - 15.00 SCE-039
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti
Teknologi MARA, 40450 Shah Alam,
Selangor
Civil Engineering Department, lnstitut
Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember, Surabaya,
lndonesia
Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, Universiti Teknologi
PETRONAS (UTP), Bandar Seri lskandar,
32610, Tronoh, Perak, MALAYSIA
UTM Construction Research Centre,
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Univerisiti
Teknologi Malaysia, 81310 UTM Johor
Bahru, Johor
Faculty of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, lnstitut Teknologi Bandung,
Ganesa IO, 4OL32 Bandung, lndonesia
Department of Civil Engineering, Andalas
University, lndonesia
Dept. of Civil Engineering, lnstitut
Teknologi Kalimatan, Balikpapan,
lndonesia
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Sriwijaya University,
lndonesia
Affiliation
fl-..--l
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Time
15.15 - 15,30
Paper lD
15.30 - L5.45 SCE-041
SCE.O40
15.45 - 16.00 SCE-042
Effect of Bracing Cross-sectional
lnstallation Position On Dissipation
Energy At Concentrically Braced Frames
Type X Bearing Lateral Forces
Finite Element Modeling of Reinforced
Large-Opening on the Web of Steei
Beam Considering Axial Forces
A Comparative Study on Different
Burning Method of Sewage Sludge Ash
in Mortar Brick with Eggshell Powder as
Additive
Short-term Deformation Model Based
on Surrounding Relative Humidity of
High Performance Concrete Plate
under Humid Tropical Weathe
Prediction of Pavement l-ife Using
lnfluence Function and Peak lnfluence
Function
lnvestigation of The Dynamic Behavior
of The Coupled Shear Wall Systems
Determination Residual Strength
Concrete of Post-Fire Using Ultrasonic
Pulse Velocity
Ballroom 2 - Session Vl - 16
16.00 - 16.15 SCE-043
Title
15.15 - 16.30 SCE-044
16.30 - 15,4s SCE-o45
st 2017 (15.15 
- 
L7 ,oO
1.6,45 - 17,00
Primazola and Rahmat bin
Alifiardi
Authors
Made Sukrawa
scE-046
Doh Shu lng and Muhammad
Aizat Azed
Chatarina Niken, Elly Tjahjono,
F.X. Supartono, Amril Maruf ,S,
and Aleksander P
R. tsuhari and Rohani M.M
Civil Engineeri ng Departement, Padang
State University
Civil Egr. Udayana University
Faculty of Civil Engineering & Earth
Resources, University Malaysia Pahang,
Lebuh Raya Tun Razak,26300 Kuantan,
Pahang, Malaysia
University of Lampung, Civil Department,
Faculty of Techno[ogy, Lampung,
lndonesia
Srnart Driving Research Center, Faculty of
Civil and Environmental Engineering,
Universiti Tun Hussien Onn Malaysia,
Batu Pahat, Johor, Malaysia.
Umm Al-Qura University, Makkah, KSA
Research lnstitute for Housing and
Human Settlements, Ministry of Public
Works and Housing, lndonesia
Affiliation
Elgohary, H and Ghulman, H
Wahyu Wuryanti
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No" Tirne
13.00 - 13.15 SrM-001
Paper lD
13.15 - 13.30 SrM-002
13.30 13.45 StM-003
Ballroom 1 - Session I - 15 August 2017 (1.3.00 
- 
15.001
Behavior of Bagasse Ash-Calcium Carbide
Residue stabilized Soil with Fiber inclusion
Preliminary Experimental Study of Making
Geopolymer Paste as Passive Fire
Protection System
Mechanical Properties of Conrete
Containing 1-00% Recycled Homogeneous
Ceramic Aggregates
Mechanical Properties of Cement Concrete
Composites Containing Nano-meta kaolin
Effects of Aggregate Gradation on Cracking
Performance of Vietnamese Wearing
Course Mixtures at Low Temperature
Experimental Study on 50 MPa Steel-Fiber
Concrete
The Developing of Elastic Modulus
Measurement to Asphalt Concrete Using
Compressive Strength Test
Mudflow Utilization for Construction
Materials of Tertiary lrrigation CanalLining
13.45 - L4.00 StM-004
Title
SUBTOPIC: SIM-001- 5lM-027, SCE-047 * 5CE-053, GSC-015 * GSC-024
14.00 - 14.15 SrM-005
14.L5 - 1,4.30 SrM-006
ldrlt
L4.30 - 1,4.45
14.45 - 15.00
John Tri Hatmoko and Hendra
Suryadharma
Fransisca Maria Farida, Adang
Sural-lman, Ananta Sofwan, and
Rino Rakhmata Mukti
Nor Hasanah Abdul Shukorlim,
Mostafa Samadi, Nur Farhayu
Ariffin, Hosein
Mohammadhosseini, Nur
Hafizah Abd Khalid, Abdul
Rahman Mohd. Sam
Steve Wilben Macquarie Supit,
RilyaRumbayan, and Adriana
Ticoalu
Nhat Thanh Tran and Osamu
Takahashi
Sisi Nova Rizkiani, James
Saputra, and Johannes Adhijoso
Tjondro
Arief Setiawan, Latif Budi
Suparma, and Agus Taufik
Mulyono
Subandiyah Azis and Kustamar
Authors
srM-007
stM-008
lIlrIrIrIt-IIIlIl
PARALLEL SESSIONS
Department of Civil Engineering ,
Universitas Atma Jaya Yogyakarta,
lndonesia
Department of Civil Engineering, Civil
Engineering and Environrnental Faculty
lnstitut Teknologi Bandung, Bandung
UTM Construction Research Centre,
lnstitute for Smart lnfrastructure and
lnnovative Construction, Faculty of Civil
Engineeri ng, Universiti Teknologi
Malaysia,81310, Johor, Malaysia
Manado State Polyteclrnic, Department
of Civil Engineering, North Sulawesi,
Manado, lndonesia
Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, Nagaoka University of
Technology, Niigata, Japan
CivilEngineering Depa rtment, Faculty of
Engineering, Parahyangan Catholic
U nversity, Bandung, lndonesia
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Department, Faculty of Engineering,
Universitas Gadjah Mada
National lnstitute of Technology Malang,
East Java, lndonesia
Affiliation
rltlrlt tt-[t-tt-Lt-[tILttttIt
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Ballroom 1 - Session ll - 15 August 2OL7 (15.15 
- 
L7.Lsl
No. Time Paper lD Title Authors
1s.15 15.30 StM-009
15.30 15.45 StM-010
15.45
The Effect of water cement ratio on Fresh,
Hardened, and Microstructure of Self-
Compacting Concrete with Rice Husk Ash
Characteristics of Foamed Concrete
Utilizing Rice Husk Ash with Foam
Percentage Variation
Effect of Ratio Sand Aggregate and
Dosage of Admixture on High Strength
Concrete Properties
Development of Rubberized Asphalt By
Using Liquid And Solid Natural Rubber
Warm Mix of Asbuton Modified Asphalt
with Beewax-base Additive
Properties of Polymer Concrete
Containing Active Micro Filler of Palm Oil
Fuel Ash
The Utilization of lndustrial Waste as
Aggregate Admixture in the Making of
Concrete
The Behavior of Self-Compacting Concrete
(SCC) with Bagasse Ash
16"00 stM-011
L6.00 15.1_5 SrM-012
16"15 L6.30 StM-013
16.30 16.45 SIM-014
1.6.45
Saloma, Hanafiah, and Victor
Saloma, Hanafiah, and Tiara
Maelta Amanda
Mukhlis Sunarso, Gambiro
Soeprapto and Ferryandy
Murdono
Yusep Firdaus, Ronny
Yohaness, R. Anwar Yamini,
R.A. Sri Martini
Tedi Santo Sofyan, R Anwar
Yamin, lmam Aschuri, R.A Sri
Martini
Nur Hafizah A. Khalid, Abdul
Rahman Mohd,Sam, Azman
Mohamed, Nor Hasanatr Abdul
Shukor Lim and Nur farhayu
Ariffin
Siti Ulfah, Meassa Monikha
Sari, and Dessy Triana
Hanafiah, Saloma, and Putri
Nurul Kusuma W
17.OO SrM-01s
L7.OO 17.1,s stM-016
Clvil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Sriwijaya University
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Sriwijaya University
Senior Researcher, PT Wijaya Karya Beton,
Tbk, Bekasi L7 41.L, lndonesia
Pusjatan, Jl. AH. Nasution No. 264
Bandung
Affiliation
Pusjatan, Jl. AH. Nasution No. 264
Bandung
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia, 81310 Johor Bahru,
Johor
Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty of
Engineering, Universitas Serang Raya
Civil Engineerlng Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Sriwijaya University
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No. Time
08.00 - 08,15 scE-047
Paper lD
08.15 - 08.30 SCE-048
08.30 - 08.45 SCE-049
Flexural Strength of Self Compacting
Fiber RC Beams using Polypropylene
Fiber: Experimental Study
Behavior of Rubber Base lsolatator with
Various Shape Factors
Experimental study on the strength of
double shear timber connection using
bamboo dowelfastener
Behavior of Modified Long Links with
Supplemental Double Stiffeners on
Eccentrically Braced Frames
The Study of Fatigue Crack lnitiation in
the Rotary Cement Kiln under Cyclic
Loading using Non-Linear Finite
Element Method
Analysis Of Offshore Platforms Lifting
With Fixed Pile Structure Type (Fixed
Platform) Based On ASD89
Finite Element Analysis of Composite
Beam-to-Column Connection with Cold-
Formed Steel Section
Ballroom 1- Session lll - 16 August 201-7
08.45 - 09.00 scE-050
Title
09.00 - 09.15 scE-os1
09,15 - 09.30 SCE-052
09,30 - 09.4s scE-053
Ade Lisantono, Baskoro Abdi
Praja and Billy Nouwen
Hermawan
Tavio, Hidajat Sugihardjo,
Agung Purniawan, and Yudha
Lesmana
Buan Anshari, Wayan
Sugiartha, Fathmah Mahmud,
and Pathurahman
Musbar, Bambang Budiono,
Dyah Kusumastuti and Herlien
D. Setio
Hasan Basri, lrsyadi Yani,
Jimmy D, Nasution, Akbar
Teguh Prakoso
Agus Sugianto and Andi Marini
lndriani
Muhammad Firdaus, Anis
Saggaff, and Mahmood Md
Tahir
Ir-tr-tr-tr-tr-[r-tth-[r-lrtrtrll-lrtrtLtLtrtr-lr-luh-lulr-tlfluLLlL tL [r [r [r ri Ir
Authors
08.00 
- 
09.4s1
Department of Civil Engineering, Universitas
Atma Jaya Yogyakarta, Jln Babarsari 44,
Yogyakarta, lndonesia
Department of Civil Engineering, Sepuluh
Nopember lnstitute of Technology (lTS),
Surabaya, lndonesia
Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty of
Engineering, Mataram U niversity, J I M aja pahit
62 Mataram, NTB, lndonesia
Faculty of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, lnstitut Teknologi Bandung,
Ganesa tO, 4OL32 Bandung, lndonesia
Mechanical Engineering Department, Faculty
of Engineering, Universitas Sriwijaya,
lnderalaya, lndonesia
Civil Engineering Departement, Balikpapan
University, Balikpapan, East Kalimantan
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, UniversitasSriwijaya, lndonesia
Affiliation
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No. Time
10,15 - 10.30 StM-017
Paper !D
10.30 - 10.4s srM-018
10.45 - 11.00 StM-019
The Effect of w/c Ratio on
M icrostructure of Self-Compacting
Concrete (SCC) with Sugarcane Bagasse
Ash (SCBA)
lnfluence of Hot Asphalt Mixture Using
Asbuton on Road Composite Pavement
The Curing Method lnfluence on
Mechanical Behavior of Reactive Powder
Concrete
Synthesis of tobermorite structure with
admixture of non-traditional raw
materials
lnfluence of Bottom Ash of Palm Oil on
Compressive Strength of Concrete
Repeatability of Reclaimed Asphalt
Pavement as Related to Properties of
Bitumen
Ballroom 1 - Session lV - 15 August 2OL7 lt0.ts - 11.45)
11.00 - 11.1s SIM-020
Title
11.15 - LL.30 StM-021
11.30 - 11.45 StM-022
Hanafiah, Saloma, and
Khoirunnisa Nur Amalina
AbdulGaus, Muhumaad
Darwis, and lmran
lka Bali and Wilson Kurnia
Vit Cerny, Jan Fleischhacker,
Magdalena Kocianova, and
Rostislav Drochytka
Andika Ade lndra Saputra,
Basyaruddin, and Muhamad
Hasby Laksono
Mohd Khairul ldham, Mohd
Rosli Hainin, HaryatiYaacob, M.
Naqiuddin M. Warid, Othman
Che Puan, Norhidayah Abdul
Hassan, and Rachmat
Mudiyono
M. Naqiuddin M. Warid, Mohd
Rosli Hainin, Haryati Yaacob,
Md. Maniruzzaman B. A. Aziz,
Mohd Khairul ldham,
Norhidayah Abdul Hassan,
Othman Che Puan
t7.4s - 12.00
Authors
stM-023 Rutting Performance of Cold Stone
Mastic Asphalt
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Sriwijaya University
Civil Engineering Department of Civil
Engineering, Faculty of Engineering Khairun
University - Ternate
Department of Civil Engineering,
Tarumanagara University, jl. Letjen. S.
Parman No. 1-, Jakarta tt44O, lndonesia
University of Technology, Faculty of Civil
Engineering, Veveri 95,602 00 Brno, Czech
Republic
Dept. of Civil Engineering, lnstitut Teknologi
Kalimantan, Balikpapan, lndonesia
Affiliation
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia, 81310 Skudai, Johor,
Malaysia
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia, 813L0 Skudai, Johor,
Malaysia
3l
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Time
13.00 - 13.15 StM-024
Paper lD
13.15 - L3.30 5tM-025
13.30 - 13.45
The influence of using Quicklime and
Mount Sinabung Ash as Stabilizer in
Clay by California Bearing Ratio (CBR)
The Mechanical Properties Of Modify
Concrete With Eucheuma Cottoni
The protection of masonry blocks
with using hydrophobization before
load due to increased moisture
The Potential Use of Silica Sand as
Na nomaterials for Mortar
The Effect of Styrofoam Addition into
HRS-Base on Marshall Characteristics
Assessing The Moisture Susceptibility
of Aggregates with Los Angeles
Abrasion Test
Preliminary Study of Pervious
Concrete with the Addition Chemical
Admixture Type B
Ballroom 1- Session V - 16 A
13.4s - 14.00
L4.OO - L4.t5
stM-026
srM-027
Title
14.L5 - 14.30 GSC-016
GSC-002
L4.30-t4.45 GSC-018
t2or7 (13.00 
- 
1s.001
lka Puji Hastuty, Tri Alby Sofyan
and Roesyanto
lzni Syahrizal B, lbrahim,
Norhafizan B Majid, Noor Nabilah
Bt Sarbini, ZainulAkmar B. Zakaria,
and Mohd Hanim B Osman
Novak Vit6zslav and Zach Jifi
,2
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Authors
N, Retno Setiati
Elsa Eka Putri and Ariefky
Dwinanda
Adelia Dwidarma Nataadmadja, Oki
Setyandito, Eduardi Prahara, and
lda Riyanti
Rahmi Karolina, M.Agung Putra
Handana, and Zulfikar
Civil Engineering Department, Universitas
Sumatera Utara, Medan, lndonesia
Forensic Engineering Centre, lnstitute for
Smart lnfrastructure and I nnovative
Construction, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia,
81310 UTM Johor Bahru, Johor, Malaysia
Brno University of Technology, Faculty of
Civil Engineering, Centre AdMaS, Purkyfiova
139,512 00 Brno, Czech Republic
lnstitute Road of Engineering, Research and
Development Agency, The Ministry of Public
Works and Public Housing, lndonesia
Civil Engineering Department, Engineering
Faculty, University of Andalas, West
Sumatera, lndonesia
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Bina Nusantara University, Jl.
K,H, Syahdan No. 9, Jakarta, lndonesia
1.L480
Universitas Sumatera Utara, Jl.
Perpustakaan No. 1 Kampus USU, Medan,
lndonesia
Affiliation
urtr-rtrttl,rt--u-utrnl,-lnltnl tll],],ttrtnln-lnnnnlntnnnFnf
15.15 - 15.30 GSC-017
15.30 - 1s.4s GSC-019
15.4s - 15.00 GSC-020
Ballroom I - Session V! - 16 August 301"7
Advantage of Using High Strength Self
Compacting Concrete for Precast Product
The Correlatlon of Urban Heat lsland in
Tropical Middle-Class Housing
Dennarcation study on RAP contents in
recycled HMA mixtures for wearing
course in asphalt pavements
Pavement Life Variation with Material
Characteristics, Road Profiles and
Environmental Effects
The Maximum Percentage of Fly Ash to
Replace Part of Original Portland Cement
(OPC) in Producing High Strength
Concrete
Effect of Coconut Fibres on the
Mechanical Properties of the Concrete
The Effect of Cover Thickness of
Concrete Contains Garnet Exposed to
Elevated Temperature
1.6.00 - 16.15
16.15 - 15.30
16,30 - 16,45
L6.45 - L7.OA
GSC-021
GSC-o22
GSC-o23
GSC-024
Ferryandy Murdono, Winda
Agustin, Gambiro Soeprapto,
and Mukhlls Sunarso
Zuber Angkasa Wazir
Bereket Samuel and Osamu
Takahashi
15.15 
- 
l7,CICI)
Research and Development Department, PT
Wijaya Karya Beton, Tbk, Gedung JW, Jalan
Raya Jatiwaringin 54, Pondok Gede, Bekasi
tT4Lt,lndonesia
Department of Architecture, Muhammadiya h
University of Palembang, Palembang 30263,
lndonesia
Departrnent of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, Nagaoka U n iversity of
Technology, lrliigata, Japa n
Smart Driving Research Center, FacUlty of Civil
a nd Environrnenta I E n gi neeri ng, tJ niversiti Tu n
Hussien Onn Malaysia, Batu Pahat, Johor,
Malaysia
Tadulako University
Faculty of Civil Engineering,
UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia, 8L310 Skudai, Johor
Bahru, Malaysia
R. Buhariand Rohani M.M
Harun Mallisa and Gidion
Turuallo
Mohd Yunus fshak and fan
Jia Yang
M lqbal Khiyon, Kadir M.A.A,
A.R Mohd Sam, Hasanah N,
$iti Nurul Nureda Mohamad
Zukri
3)
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13.00 - 1_3.15 ENV-001
13.1"5 - L3.30
13.30 - 13.45
1"3.4s - 14.00
14.00 - 14.15
14.1s - L4.30
14.30 - L4.4s
14.45 - 15"00
Meeting Room L - Session I . 15 August 2017 (13.00 
- 
15.001
Mapping of Mtrnicipal Solid Waste
Transportation System, Case
StudiesSeberangUluRegion Falembang City
Comparative Study of Solid Waste:
Management System Based on Building
Types in Palembang City
The Study of Gas Emission Reduction frorn
Coal Combustion Using Drssolution Method
by Sea Water and Electrolysis Process
Assessnrent Of Municipal Solid Waste As
Refuse Derived Fuel ln The Cement
lndustry
Urban Forests for sustainable urban
development
Evaluation Delay Time of Explosion To Get
The Fragmentation Optimum on Bukit
Karang Putih PT Semen
Padang, I ndarung,West Sumatra
Performance of Biodigester-Biofilter
ENV-O02
ENV-OO3
suBToPIc: ENV-001- ENv-013, ENV-ols 
- 
ENv-029, GEo-0or * GEo-014
ENV.OO4
ENV-OO5
TLt LT LT LT LT LTLT LT LT LILTLT LTI
ENV-OO6
Septi Rika Putrl and
FebrinastiAlia
Hatta Dahlan, lrnron Zahri
and Hendrik Jimmyanto
Eddy lbrahirn, Susila Arita
Rachman, and Alasta
Widya Putra Ginting
Gabroni Sagala, Gatrrlel
Anda ri Kristantcl,
Muhamrnad Angga
Kusuma, and Syifa Rizky
Denny M. Sundara, Djoko
M Hartono, Emirhadi
Suganda, and Herman
Haeruman JS
Boby Whijaksono, Refky
Adi Nata, and Murad MS
ENV-OO7
Based Management
Critical Success Factor (CSF) Service
ENV-008 Delivery for Tahfiz tnstitution Teaching &
Learning Environment
Technology and waste Bank for Domestic Elis Hastuti, Reni Nuraeni,
Solidwaste Treatment Through Community and Sri Darwati
PARALLEL SESSIONS
Sriwijaya University, Civil Englneering
Department, lndonesia
Environrnental Managemerrt Department,
Sriwijaya Universii'y
Mi ning Engineering, Sriwijaya University,
South Sumatra, lndonesra
Environmental Engineering Study Program,
Civil Engineering Department, Universitas
lndonesia Kampus Baru Ul Depok, Depok
16424,lndonesia
Environmental Science Program, University of
lndonesia, Jl. Salemba Raya no. 4, Jakarta-
1.0430, lndonesia
Mining Engineering Departement, STTIND,
Padang 2517 1, lndonesra
Research lnstitute for Housing and Human
Settlements, Ministry of Public Works and
Housing, lndonesia
Faculty of Geoinforrnation and Real Estate
Studies, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia,
Malaysia
Affiliation
Tr 'tr1 '[l fi [r fr h
Ridza B.H, Jalil R A, Sipan. t,
and Y. Nukman
fr '[l fl [[ [l li ft '[t [r
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No. Tirne
r.5.15 - L5.30
Paper lD
15.30 - 15.45 ENV-0i.0
WAT.OlO
Meeting Room I - Session ll - 15 August 2017 (15.15 
- 
17.151
15.4s - 16.00 ENV-011
Flood Hazard Mapping of Palernbang City
by using 2D Model
lmprovement of the Raw Drinking Water
Quality from Shallow Well by Ozone
Treatment
Warehouse Hazardous and Toxic Waste
Design in Karingau Balikpapan
Coal Excavation Design for Environmentally
Perspective by using Multi-Configuration
GPR Antenna
Land Degradation and Option of Practicai
Conservation Concepts in Manna
Watershed Bengkulu lndonesia
Effect of Air-flow on Biodrying N/ethod of
Municipal Solid Waste in lndonesia
The Behavior of Coastal Communities on
the Management of Domestic Wastewater
in Ternate City, North Maluku, lndonesia
16.00 - 16.L5 ENV-012
Title
tr6.15 - 16,30 ENV-o13
L6.30 - 15.45 ENV-015
16.45 - 17.00
Mohammad Farid, Ayu
Marlina, and Muhamnrad
Syahril Badri Kusuma
Qomarudin Helmy and
Suprihanto Notoda rmojr.i
Bayu Rendy Pratama and
Martheana Kencanawati
Eddy lbrahim, R.R
Harminuke, Alek Alhadi,
and Lilik Hendrajaya
Muhammad Faiz Barchia,
Khairul Arnri, and Renra
Apria ntoni
Gabriel Andari Kristanto
and lsmi llanany
Authors
ENV-o16
Water Resources Engineering Research
Group, lnstitut Teknologi Bandung, Jalan
Ganesha 10, Bandung, lndonesia
Water and Wastewater Engineering Research
Group, FacLrlty of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, Institut Teknologi Bandung,
Ganesha No. 10, Bandung, West Java,
lndonesia
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of Civil
and Engineering, Balikpapan University,
Balikpapan, lndonesia
Mining Engineering Detpa rtement, Unlversity
Sriwijaya, 306520 lndralaya, South Sumatera,
lndonesia
Soil Science Department, Faculty of
Agriculture, University of Bengkulu, lndonesia
Environmental Engineering Study Prograrn,
Civil Engine,ering Department, University o1
lndonesia Kampus Baru Ul Depok, Depok
16424,lndonesia
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Khairun University, Ternate 
-
lndonesia
Affiliation
Nagu, N and Lessy.M.R
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htrs. Time
08,00 - 08.1s ENV-009
Paper lD
08.1s - 08.30 ENV-017
08.30 - 08.4s ENV-018
Meeting Roorn 1 - Session
Studies on Fe(lll) and Al(lll)Adsorption
Caparity in Acid Mine Drainage Using
Powdered Aetivated Carbon Ceramic
Adsorbent
Treatrnent of Chnomium Contaminated
Soii l")sing Bioremediation
Ana lysis of The Effect of Waste's Paffiicle
Size Variations on Biodrylng Method
Non Linear Relationship Between Change
in Awareness in Municipalsolid Waste
Management And Domestic Wastewater
Managennent 
- 
A Case of the Jodipan and
Ksatrian Village, Malang, East Java
Genetic Characteristic Of SwampBuffalo
(Bubalus bubalis) from Pampangan,
South Sumatra Based On Blood Protein
Profile
Frovision of healthy latrine for low
income community based on comnrunity
empowerment in Kelurahan Kebonsari,
Surabaya City, towards lndonesia ODF in
20r.9
Developrnent of Anaerobic Arnmonium
Oxidation (Anamnrox) fon Biological
Nitrogen Removal in Domestic
Wastewater Treatment (Case study :
Surahaya City, Indonesia)
08.4"5 - 09.00 Et!v-O19
Tirle
09.00 - 09,15 ENV-020
lll " 3"5 August V017 (0s.00 
- 
X0.001
09,15 - 09.30 ENV-021
lrlrLlrllLlllLIr,li,lllElrltl$!l$rlrl$ll!t$rtrlrtrtttr-tr-tulr-li-[r-[i
Tine Aprianti, Siti Miskah,
Selpiana, and Suhriyer Nasir
lpung Fitri Purwanti, Tesya
Paramita Futri and Setyo
Budi Kurniawan
Gabriel Andari Kristanto and
Masayu Nadiya Zlkrina
Nida Maisa Zakiyya, Frasanti
Widyasih 5arll, and Prayatni
Soewondo
Aurthors
09,30 - 0e,45 ENV-022
Chem ical Engineeri ng Department, Facu lty r.rf
Engi neering, Sriwijaya U nive rsity
Department of Environmental Engineering"
Faculty of Civil Engineering and Planning
Environrnental Engineering Study Frogram,
Civil Engineering Departrnent, University of
lndonesia Karnpus Baru Ui Depok, Depok
16424,lndonesia
P rograrnmed Study of Envi ronmenta I
Engineering, Faculty of Civil and
Envi ronme ntal En6ineering, Ba ndung I nstitute
of Technology, lndonesia
Department of Biology, Faculty of
Mathernatics and Natural Sciences, Sriwijaya
t-iniversity, South Sumatera
Department of Environmental Engineering,
Faculty of Civil Engineering and Planning,
lnstitut Teknologi Sepuiuh Nopember,
Surabaya, lndonesia
Departrnent of Environmental Engineering,
lnstitut Teknoiogi Sepuluh Nopember.
Surabaya, lndonesia
Affilfration
Yuanita Windusari, Laila
Hanum, and RizkiWahyudi
Eddy Setiadi Soedjono,
Nurina Fitriani, Adhi
Yuniarto, and I Made Wahyu
W[jaya
I Made Wahyu Wijaya and
Eddy Setiadi Soedjorro
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No. Time
10.15 - 10.30 ENV-023
Paper lD
10.30 - 10.45 ENV-024
10.45 - 11.00 ENV-025
Meeting Room 1 - Session lV - 15 August 2Ol7 lL0.ls - 12.00)
City face to face with nature
The lnfluence Of Sand Mining Towards
The Suistainability Of Power Support
And Capacity Of Lambidaro River
Studies on Adsorption Capacity of Clay-
Sargassum sp Composite Biosorbent for
Cr(Vl) Removal in Electroplating lndustry
Wastewater
Economic Valuation on Erosion Value
and Domestic Water Value: Study
Sustainability of Water Resources of
Coal Mining Environment
Color and COD Degradation in
Photocatalytic Process of Procion Red by
Using Ti02 Catalyst under Solar
lrradiation
Utilization Of Household Organic
Compost ln Zinc (Zn) Adsorption System
11.00 - 11.15 ENV-026
Title
11.15 - L1.30 ENV-027
11.30 - L1.45 ENV-028
11.45 - 12.00
Hendro Prabowo and
Mahargyantari P, Dewi
Authors
Hisni Rahmi and Restu Juniah Mining Engineering Departement' sriwijaya' University, Palembang 3031-9, lndonesia
ENV.O29
Tine Aprianti, Selvia
Aprilyanti, Rachmawati
Apriani, Sisnayati
Restu Juniah, Rinaldy Dalimi,
M. Suparmoko, Setyo S
Moersidik, Alex Alhadi
Melati lreng Sari, Tuty Emilia
Agustina, Elda Melwita, Tine
Aprianti
Lia Cundari, Nyiayu Dita
lsvaringga, and Yesica
MaharaniArinda
Effect of the ferrous (ll) and magnesium
(ll) additlon for the bio-hydrogen 
^ 
_)_i 
-..--:,_- rr:_r_!_._. Department of Environmental Engineering,
production from the conversion of parm Andri Gumil" 
''nd|.111'-,--., *roiri i"r,.ologi Bandung, Jl. Ganesha No.
oit miil efftuent (poME) by anaerobi. svafila' and Marisa Handajani i;;;;;r;* 4ot3z,tndonesia
processes
Faculty of Psychology, Gunadarma University,
Depok, lndonesia
Affiliation
Chemical Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, U niversitas Sriwijaya
Lecturer of Mining Engineering of Sriwijaya
University, Palembang 301-39, lndonesia
Chemical Engineering Department,
Engineering Faculty, Sriwijaya University,
South Sumatra
Chemical Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Sriwijaya University, Palembang
30139, lndonesia
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No. Time
1 1.3.00 - L3.L5
Paper !D Title
2 13.L5 - 13.30
Geotechnical Engineering Aspects
GEO-002 Related to Pidie Jaya-Aceh Earthquake
Disaster and Mitigation
Geological Mapping and Analysis ln
Determining Resource Resitivitas
- 
Limestone rocks in the village of BukitGEo-004 Bulan and surrounding areas, District
Limun, Sorolangun Regency, Jambi
Province
Meeting Room 1 - Session V - 16 August 2OL7 (13.00 
- 
15.001
13.30 - 13.45 GEO-005
1,3.45 - 14.00 GEO-005
L4.OO - L4.t5 GEO-007
Ekspansif Soil Solution in the Villages
BORE PILE FOUNDATION ON TALL
BUILDINGS CLOSED It{ THE HERITAGE
BUILDING AREA
The Effectiveness of Vacuum
Consolidation to Soft Soil Settlement
Munirwansyah, Halida Yunita,
and Reza P. Munirwan
,tt-tr-tr-tt-tttrtLtttLtttLlrtLILIr-tuh-tt-ti-tuIr-[t-tr-tLILtttLtt-tr-tr-[t-tr-[i-ti-tt
Authors Affiliation
Eddy lbrahim, Budhi Kuswan Mining Engineering Department, Sriwijaya
Susilo, and Obie Mario Dona University, lndonesia
Nusa Setiani Triastuti
Civil Engineering Department, Engineering
Faculty Syiah Kuala University, Banda Aceh 
-
lndonesia
Nusa Setiani Triastuti
Norma Puspita, Sartika
Nisumanti, and Ari Capri
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Krisnadwipayana University
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Krisnadwipayana University
Department of Civil Engineering, Universitas
lndo Global Mandiri, Jl. Jend. Sudirman KM 4
No. 629 Palembang
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No. Tirne
3.5.15 - 15.30 GEO-008
Paper lD
15.30 - 15"45 GE0-009
15.45 - 16.00 GEO-010
Meeting Room t - Sessiom Vl - 16
Development of Aceeieration Time
Histories for Setrarang, lndonesia, Due
to Shallow Crustal Fault Earthquakes
Study of the Effects of Soft Soil
Thickness to the Seismic Amplificatlon
Factors in iakarta
Evaluation of Rainfa[]-lnducesLandslides
in Banjarnegara, Central Java,
lndonesiaUsing TRIGRS Modei
Stand Up Time in Tunnel Base 0n Rock
Mass Ratinrg Bieniawski 1989
Physical and Chemical Characteristics of
Fibrous Peat
Peat Soil improvement Method Using
Woven Bamboo and Cerucuk
Hydraulic Conductivity and
Com pressibility Characte ristics of
Fibrous Peat
L6.00 - 16.:15 6EO-011
I tUe
L6,]_s - 15.30 GEO-012
16.30 - 16.45 GF.0-013
August 2017 (15"15 * 17.00)
15.4s - 17.00
Windu Partono, Masyhur
lrsyarn, and Sri Prabandiyani
Retno Wardani
Hendriyawan, Dede E, Lukito,
and Masyhur lrsyarn
Agus Setyo Muntohar, 6ayuh
l\ji Frasetyaningtiyas,
Rokhmat Hidayat
Refky Adi Nata and Murad
Yulindasari Sutejo, Anis
Saggaff, \rViwik Rahayu, and
Hanafiah
Ratna Dewi, Yulia Hastuti,
Yulindasari, and Muhammad
Arfa n
Yulindasari Sutejo, Anis
Saegaff, Wiwik Rahayu and
Hanafiah
Authors
GEO-0L4
Civil Engineering Department, Diponegoro
University, 50275 Semarang, tndonesia
Faculty of Civil and Environmentai
Engineering, lnstitut Teknotogi Bandung
Ganesha L0, Bandung 40132 lndonesia
Geotechnical Engineering Division,
Eepartment of Civil
Enginee ring, UniversitasMuha rn rnadiyah
Yogyaka rta, Yogyakarta, I ndonesia
Mining Engineering Departement, STTIN D,
Padang 2577 1, lndonesia
Civil Engineering Departrrrent, Faculty pf Civil
Engineering, Universitas 5riwijaya, Inderalaya,
0gan llir, Indonesia
Civil Engineering Departrnent, Universitas
Sriwljaya, Palernbang, South Sumatera,
lndonesia
Civil Engineering Departrrent, Feculty of Civil
Engineering, Universitas Sriwijaya, lndenalaya,
Ogan llir, lndonesia
Affiliation
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PARALTEL SESSIONS
SUBTOPIC; GSC-001 
- 
GSc-o10. GSC-o12 - GSC-o15, SIM-028, SIM-029, RTP-001 -RTP-0o5, RTP-007 - RTP-027
fif;o. Tirne
13.00 - 13.15 GSC-001
13.15 - 13.30 SIM-028
Paper lD
13.30 - 13.4s GSC-003
Meeting Room 2 - Session I - 1$ August 2017 (13"00 * !"5.001
lmproving Building Performance Using
Smart Building Concept: Benefit Cost
Ratio Comparison
The Properties of Foamed Concrete
with Various Fly Ash and Foam
Percentage
The Relationship between Construction
Unit Cost Efficiency and Environmental
Benefit
Depioyable Bamboo Structure Project: A
Buildi ng Life-Cycle Report
Design, Development, and Application
of Precast and PrestressedConcrete
System for Rigid Pavement in lndonesia
Energy Audit Role ln Building Planning
Home Photovoltaic System Design in
Pangkalpinang City
An Experimental Study on Mitigating
Alkali Silica Reaction by Using Lithium
Hydroxide Monohydrate
13.45 - 14.00 GSC-0021
Tit!e
14.00 - 14.15 GSC-005
14.Ls - l_4.30 GsC-006
t4.30 - L4.45 G5C-007
tLtLtrtrtrtrtLtrtrtrlLtrtLtLlltLlLlrlr-tr-tr-[r-tr-[r-[r-[r-[utr-tltdu[uXu[llu
Mohammed Ali Berawi,
Perdana Miraj, Mustlka 5ari,
and Abdur Rohim Boy Berawi
Saloma, Hanafiah, and Dea
Urrnila
David G. Carrnichael
Adrian Firdaus, Budianastas
Prastyatama, Altho Sagara,
and Revian N. Wirabuana
Hari Nuriaman and Lutfi Faizal,
Nyoman Suaryana, Binsar
Hariandja, Gambiro, Purnomo,
Siswo Wicaksono
Riman Sipahutar and lrwin
Bizzy
WahriSunanda and Rika
Favoria Gusa
lsneini Mohd, Sagawa
Yasutaka, Hamada Hidenori,
and Daisuke Yamamoto
14.45 - 15.00 GSC-008
,Authors
Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty of
Engineering, Universitas I ndonesia
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Sriw'tjaya U nive rsity
School of Civil and Environrnental Engineering,
The University of New South Wales, Sydney
2O52 NSW Australia
Department of C+vil Engineering, Universitas
Katolik Parahyangan, Bandung, lndonesia
4014L
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Persada lndonesia University,
Jakarta,lndonesia
Mechanical Engineering Department,
Sriwijaya University, South Sumatera
Province, 30062, I ndonesia
Depa rtment of Electrica I Engi neering, Facu[ty
of Engineering, Universitas Bangka Belitung,
Pa ngkalpinang, lndonesia
Lampung University, Civil Engineering
Department, Jln.Prof, Dr.Soemantri
Brojonegoro No:i-, Bandar Lampung,
lndonesia
Afflliation
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No.
15.L5 - L5,30 GSC-009
Pa
1_5.30 - 15.45 GSC-010
rlD
15,45 - 16.00 GSC-012
Meeting Room 2 - Session ll - 15 August 2Ol7 (15.15 - 17.00)
Kenaf Fibrous Concrete: Mechanical
Properties with Different Fiber Volume
Fraction
Determinant Factors on Load-bearing
Masonry (LBM) Technology Adoption:
Empirical Study of the Malaysian
Housing lndustry
Drying Shrinkage and Carbonation of
Concrete Containing Steel Slag as Fine
Aggregate
The lnfluence Local Materials of Using
2% Filler Lime Ash at North Tapanuli for
Hotmix in Surface layer (AC-BC)
Analysis of Land Use in the Banyuasin
District Using the lmage Landsat 8 by
NDVI Method
ldentification of Critical Energy
Efficiency Factors for Selection Building
Structural Components
Sulfate Resistance of Self-Compacting
Concrete with Variety of Bagasse Ash
and Water Cement Ratio
16.00 - 16.15 GSC-013
Title
16,15 - L6.30 GSC-0L4
15.30 - 16.45 GSC-015
16.45 - L7.00
Norazura Mizal Azzmi and
Jamaludin Mohamad Yatim
Nor Azlinda Ramli, Che Sobry
Abdullah and Mohd Nasrun
Mohd Nawi
Kolawole Adisa Olonade
Muhammad Reza A. Maha and
Harmein Rahman
lndrayani, Erika Buchari, Dinar
D.A, Putranto, and Edward
Saleh
Saeed Balubaid, Rosli
Mohammed Zin, Shaik Hussein
Mydin
Saloma, Hanafiah, Devin
Yuwenka, and M. Emirzan
Fi rdaus
Authors
stM-029
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Urriversiti
Teknologi Malaysia, 81310 Skudai, Johor,
Malaysia
School of Technology Management and
Logistics, Universiti Utara Malaysia, 05010
Sintok, Kedah, Malaysia
Department of Civil Engineering, Obafemi
Awolowo University, lle-lfe, Nigeria
Affiliation
Highway Engineering & Department, Faculty of
Engineering and Enviroment,lnstitute of
Tecnology Bandung, lndonesia
E nvi ro nmental Science of Sriwijaya Un iversity,
Palembang,lndonesia
Faculty of Engi neering, Hadramout U niversity,
Mukalla, Hadhramout, Yemen
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Sriwijaya University
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No, Time Paper lD Title Authors Affiliation
Mohammed Ali Berawi,
1 0800-08 1s Rrp-ool $?:::,;f,1;l'Iiffiff;lun1l;,n." ;il';:i,Y,:'._il,liH^"^'
- Susantono, Pekka Leviakangas,
2 08.1s - 08.30 RTP-002
Accuracy of Traffic composition Data Nur syahriza Muhamad Nor,
3 0g.30 - 0g.45 RT,-OO3 Collected Using an Automatic Othman Che Puan, NordianaPneumatic-Tube-BasedTrafficcount Mashros,andMqhdRosliDevice Hainin
ugusr 20L7 (0S.00 * 10.001
4 08.45 - 09.00 RTP-004
and Hendra Radiansyah
Recornmended Solutions and Priority
Acrion Programs of Sustainabie Publ[c A. Caroline Sutandiand paulus Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Transportation ln Developing p, Rahardjo Engineering, Parahyangan Catholic University,
Sustainahle City in lnclonesia Ciumbuleuit 94 Bandung lndonesia
Effect of Space Structures against
Devetopment of Transport Fadhly Noer, A. Rahim5 09'00 - 09'15 RTP-005 fnfrastructure in Banda Aceh by using Matondang, Slrojuzilam, and
the Concept of Transit Oriented Sofyan M. SalehDevelopmen, 
.,
6 09.15 _ 09.30 Rfp_007 Road lnfrastructure Resilience to Srikandi Wahyu Arini and
Tsunaml in Cilegon, Banten jachrizal Sumabrata
Application of Eimensionless Method to Othman Che Puan, Faculty of Civil Engineering,
Estirnate Traffic Delays ai Stop- Mol^ranrmad AIi Sahraei and UniversitlTeknologi Mlalaysia, g13 10 Johor
controlled T-lntersections MohdRosli Hainin Bahru, Johor, Malaysia
7 os.3o-oe4s Rrp{o if""fl"Ji::,1':Jli:?i#ii::1,,,, ilj,?lill;l,illl,'[:Illll ]]il,:;i:fff:J:i,[lifH]1.","
lLlllttLtLtLtrtLtLtrfLtrtLtLtL[[tLtLtL[LtrlLtLlr tL IrlL [r tr [r ll
Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty of
Engineering, Universitas lndonesia, Depok,
16424,lndonesia
Faculty of Civil Engineering,
UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, 81310 Johor
Bahru, Johor, Malaysia
School Pascasarjana Regional planning 
,
University of North Sumatra, lndonesia
Civil Engineering Departement, Faculty of
Engineering Universitas lndonesia, Kampus Ul
Depok, Depok LM24
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NIo. TEryle
10.15 - 10.30 RTP-009
Paper lD
10.30 - 10,4s RTP-010
Mleeti
L0.45 - L1.00 RTP-011
A Current Review of High Speed Railways
Experiences in Asia and Europe
A study on the traffic impact of the road
corridors due to flyover construction at
Surabaya lntersection, Banda Aceh of
lndonesia
lnfluence of Dimension Box differences and
Time DifferencesDuring Operations of Red
Box For MotorcylesatSignalized lntersection
A Stochastic Discrete Optimization Model for
Designing Container Terminal Facilities
Room 2 - Session
11"00 - 11.15 RTp-012
Title
11.L5 - 11.30 RTP-013
1.1^.30 - 1L.45
tr 6 August 2017 (10,15 - 12.00)
Accessing Public Transit in Sub-Urban
Residential Area : Case Study within Petaling
Jaya MunicipalArea in Selangor, Malaysia
Shuttle Bus Services Quality Assesment
Tangerang Selatan Toward Smart CityRTP-0L4
Aleksarrdei'l urba, Fumihiko
Nakarnura, and Priyo Pratomo
Sofyan M. Saleh, Sugiarto
Sugiarto, Alrnira l-lilal, and
Dedek Ariansyah
Agah [Vluhammad Mulyadi
Febri Zukhruf, Russ Bona
Fraeila and Jzolanda Tsavaiista
Burhani
Bayu Martanto Adji, Nik
lbtishamiah lbrahim,
Mohamed Rehan Karim
Ferdinand Fassa, Fredy jhon
Philip Sitorr-rs, and Tri Nlugraha
Adikesuma
Authors
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Lampung University, Ja lan
Sumantri Brojonegoro No l Gedung
Meneng, Bandar Lampung 35145,
lndonesia
Department of Civil Engineering, Syiah
Kuala University, Darussalam, Banda Aceh
23ttl,lndonesia
lnstitute of Road Engineering, Ministry of
Public Works of lndonesia
Aftiliation
lnstitrrt Teknologi Bandung, Civil
Engineering Departnrent, 40132 Ba ndung,
lndonesia
f,ivil Engineering, Facuity of Engineering,
Andaias Llniversity, Fadang, Sumatera
Ba rat
Pemhangunarr Jaya University, Tangerarrg
Selatan Banten, lndonesia
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No" Time
13.00 - 13.15 RTP-o15
Faper lD
13.15 - 13.30 RTP-015
Meeting Room 2 - Session V - 16
13.30 - 13.45 RTP-o17
THE ROAD MAINTENANCE FUNDING
MODELS IN INDONESIA USE EARMARKED
TAX
Developing A Stochastie Traffic Flow
Prediction Model For Public-Private
Partnership Projects
Challenge for The Design And
Construction of Jakarta MRT From
Geotechnical and Traffic Engineering
Perspectives
Factors Affecting Trip Generation of
Motorcyclist for the Purpose of Non-
Mandatory Activities
Analysis of the accessibility improvement
needs of the main infrastructure in dema
village, sub district of Anjongan, 5ub-
Province of Mernpawah
Readi ness of Freight Transportatio n
System at Special Economic Zone of
l-hokseumawe
13.45 - 14.00 RTP-018
Tit!e
L4,00 - L4.15 RTP-020
14.1s - 14.30 RTP-021
ust 2t)17
Tiopan Henry M G, Ofyar Z
Tamin,,Ade SjafrLrddin, and
Fradono
Phong Thanh Nguyen, Veerasak
Likhitruangsilp, and Masamitsu
0nishi
Paulus F, Rahardjo and A.
Caroline Sutandi
Renni Anggraini, Sugiarto, and
Heru Pramanda
Heri Azwansyah, Ferry Junlardi,
Sumiyattinah, 5. hlurlaily
Kadarini, and Bayu Martanto
Adji
Herman Fithra, Sirojuziiam,
Sofyan lVl. Saleh and Erfina
Ir-tltrti-lLtl-ltlLlL[r-[l(l[llltrulu[illlrLLxrluxrxulr'lrxl [r fr tr h tr fr fr
Authors
13.00 
- 
1s.0CI
:
Faculty of Civil and Environmental
Engineering ITB Bandung
Construction Engineering and
Management Division, Department of Civit
Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,
Chulalongkorn University (CU), Bangkok
city, Thailand
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Parahyangan Catholic
University, Ciumbuleuit 94 Bandung
lndonesia
Civil Engineering Departrnent, Faculty of
Engineerin6, Srliah Kuala University, Banda
Aceh, lndonesia
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Tanjungpura University,
Pontianak, lndonesia
Universitas Sumatera Utara, Padang
Bulan, Medan, 2A215, lndonesia
Affiliation
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15.15 - 15.30 RTP-022
2.
Pap*r tD
15.30 - 15.45 RTP-023
15.4s - 16.00 RTP-024
Meeting Room 2 - Session Vl - rE August 2017 (15.15 - X.7.00)
Reflexion on Linear Regression Trip
Production Modelling Method for
Ensuring Good Model Quality
The Advantage of Calculating Emission
Reduction wlth local emission factors in
South Surnatera Region
Optimising The Design of Short Sea
Shipping (SSS) Operation System To
improve The Ferformace Multimodal
Freight Tra ns po rtation lrl etwo rk
lm p*rt Container lnter-Arrival Time and
Handling Characteristic in Marine
Container Terminal with External Yard
(Jakarta I nternatio nal Container Terrninal
Case Study)
Characteristics of Moven'lent and Factors
Affecting the Choice of Mode of Transport
of Community on the Bank of Musi River
of Palembang City of South Sumatra
Study Performance and Ernission of Patal-
Pusri lntersection and lts Network Using
Microsinrulation Program
15.00 - 16.r.5 RTP-025
T"iltfle
16.15 - 15.30 RTP-026
6 16,30 - 1.6.45
Hitapriya Suprayitno and Vita
Ratnasa ri
Erika Buchari
Johannes E. Simangunsong, Ade
Sjafruddin, Harun Al-Rasyid 5.
Luhis, and Russ Bona Frazila
Ferry Rusgiyarto/ Ade Sjafruddin,
Russ Bona Frazila and Suprayogi
RTP.O27
Authors
Clvil Engineering Deparment, lnstitut
Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember (lTS), ITS
Campuss, Surabaya, lndonesia
Civil Engineering Department, Facuity of
Engineering, Sriwijaya University,
lndonesia
Departement of Civil Engineering,
lnstitute of Technology Bandung
Affitiation
Joni Arliansyah, Yusuf Hartono,
Yulia Hastuti, and Rinna Astuti
RagilTri Bawono and Joni
Arliansyah
Departement of Civil Engineering,
lnstitute of Technoiogy Bandung
Civil Engineering Departrnent, Faculty of
Engineering, Sniwdaya University,
lndonesia
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Sriwijaya U niversity,
lndonesia
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13.00 - 13.1.5 RTP.OOS
SUBTOPIC: RTP-005, CPM-0Ol 
- 
CPM-027, AUT-(X)I 
- 
AUT-003, DRE-001- DRE-0X.3, ENV-OL4
13.30 - 13.4s
'L)iiliii;i:ti.::;E
i::'l.i,,li.t
;alil,x
lnfrastructure Development of Road
Network for Economlc and Regional
Development Based on Accesibility
Concept
cPM,002
14,00 - 14,1s CPM-005
Assessment of Time and Costs of Two
Formwork Methodologiesin the
Philippines using BIM Simulation
74.30 - 1,4.45 CPM-008
fr It ft tl ll lr ft ?t ?l tt t\ (t tI tI ti lt lt ti tl tr li tl'tl tl t\ l\ l\ t\ lr l\ l[ I\ ti l\ n
The Loss on Profit of Contractor Risksas a
Comparison of the Three Periods in Aceh
Heri Arnalindo, Anis Saggaff, Joni Civil Engineering Department, Sriwijaya
Arliansyah University, South Sematera, lndonesia
Joint-Operation in Water Resources
Project in lndonesia: lntegrated or Non-
lntegrated
PAffiALLHI. SESSOOFdS
Jason Maximino Ongpeng
Fachrurrazi, Saiful Husin, and
Mahmuddin
De La Salle University-Manila
Taufika Ophiyandri, Bambang
lstijono, and Benny Hidayat
Civil Engineering Syiah Kuala University,
Aceh-lndonesia
Civil Engineering Department,
Engineeri ng Faculty, Andalas University,
Kampus Unand Limau Manis, Padang
lndonesia 25153
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Meeting Room 3 - Sersion ll - 15 August 2017 (15.15 - U.00)
[rlo. Tirne Paper !D Tltle Authors
15.1_5 - 1.5.30 cpM-01 0 l::l[:Jil]i,l,lT,"J,:x worker in
15.45 - 16.00 CPM-012
4
15.L5 - 16.30
Rent-seeking Behaviours in Property
Development: A Literature Review
Construction Safety Monitoring Based On
CPM-014 The Project's Characteristic With Fuzzy
Logic Approach
16.45 - 17.00
M a ranatha Wijayaningtyas,
lbrahim Sipan, and Kukuh
Lukiyanto
The Concept of Value Sffeam Mapping to
CPM-016 Reduce of Work-Time Waste as Applied Ellzar
the Smart Construction Management
Suhaila Ali and Abdul Rashid
AbdulAziz
Construction Management Department,
National lnstitute of Technology (lTN),
Malang, lndonesia
Affiliation
Lila Ayu Ratna Winanda, Trijoko
Wahyu Adi, NadjadjiAnwar and
Febriana SantiWahyuni
Faculty of Architecture, Planning and
Surveying, Universiti Teknologi MARA,
Seri lskandar Campus, Seri lskandar,
32670, Perak, Malaysia
Civil Engineering Department, Sepuluh
Nopember lnstitut of Technology,
Surabaya, lndonesia
Civil Engineering Department, Universitas
lslam Riau, Jl. Kaharuddin Nst No.11-3,
Peka nbaru, lndonesia 28284
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Tirne
08.@ - 08.15 CPM-017
08.30 - 08.4s cPM-019
Appl icati on Fuzzy [t/l ulti-Attri hrfie
Decision Analysis Mlethod to Prioritize
Project Success Criteria
ffi{icrrn } - Sitssic'n iBi - 16
f irle
09.@ - 09.15 CPM-022
Evaluation of lrnplernentation Viability
Gap Funfling (VGF) Policy on Toll Road
lnvestment in lndonesia
09.30 - i)9.45 CPM-024
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An I mplerrnentation of ActivitrBased
Costing (ABC) System inthe Construction l,lyoman M Jaya
Project
I'lguyern Thanh F'hong,
Nguyen Le Hoang Thury To
(f,.uyert
;fl01"7
$r,r*tlr rrns
0g.45 - I0,0C ( pfvi-(:25 R*; dine,,:; ,.f t..6,.,n,,* l/lirn;igr: rrenl irr th: i/ohrl Hafi rAhn,adMal;:ysi; n rurillir: QL'gatri ;atierrr
tr{3 *,
lris Mahani, RizalZ. Tamin,
lririshna S. Pribad i and
Andreas Wibowo
Success factors for Public-Prirrate
Partnership projects in \/ietnarn
Department of Project Management, Faculty
of Clvil En6ineering, l-lochiminh City Open
University (HC[4COU), Hochiminh city,
'Vietnam
Aff iliatioyl
Civil Engineering Program, Faculty o1l'Civil and
Environmental Engineering, lTB, Bandung,
lndonesia
\/eerasa k Li kh itrr"rangsilp,
Phong Thanh Ngluyen, and
Masarnitsu Onishi
Civil Engineering Department, l-aculty of
Engineering the University of [ldayana,
Denpasar-Bali, lndorresia
;tfi f$L*|f .3,ry{:jtHi:ti}.i
Construction Errgineering and Manajgement
Division, Deparlment of Civil Engineering,
Faculty of Engineering, Chulalongkorn
University (CU), Bangkok, Thailand
Meeting Room 3 - Session lv - 16 August 2017 (10.f5 
- 
f2.00)
No. Time Paper lD Title Authors Affiliation
10.15 - 10.30
110.30 - 10.45 CPM"007
Development of Maintenance Composite
CPM-003 Priority lndex for Buildings in Palestine: A Amjad lssa and Riyad Awad
Pilot Case Study
10.45 - 11.00
ll
11.00 - 11.15 AIJT 001
ll
cP M -o2o ilT.*:::,"Jr'"',:[:ff"i"Ji:li'-':::
,_l
11.1s - 11.30
,_l
11.30 11.45 AUT 003
]
AUT.OO2
11.45 
- 
12.00 CPM-025
Utilization of Design Data on
Conventional System in Migration
Process to Building lnformation Modeling
,-l
iBilVr
;t
Muhamad Abduh, Sapto Nugroho
Sukardi, Muhammad Rusdian La
Ola, Anita Ariesty, ReiniD.
Wirahadikusumah
Cost Estimation for Slope Stability
lmprovement in Muara Enim
Faculty of Engineering (Civil Engineering
Department), An Najah National
University, Palestine
,Boyke M. Akbar and Dewi
Larasati ZR
Faculty of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, lnstitut Teknologi Bandung,
Jln. Ganesha No. 10, Bandung, 401,32,
lndonesia
lka Juliantinaa, Yulindasari
Sutejob, Bimo Brata Adhitya,
Reffanda Kurniawan Rustamd
School of Architecture, Planning, and
Policy Development, Bandung lnstitute of
Technology, Jl, Ganesha 10 Bandung,
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Civil Engineeri ng, Universitas Sriwijaya,
Inderalaya, Ogan llir, lndonesia
iiiiI
,.i:'..1
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Ns. Time Faper lD
1 13.00 - 13.15 DRE-001
2 13.15 - L3.30 DRE-002
3 13"30 - L3.45 DRE-003
Meeting Room 3 - Session V - 16 August 201.7 (13.00 
- 15.001
4 13"4s - 14.00 DRE-004
RISK ASSESSMENT OF HOUSING
RECONSTRUCTIOI{ PROJECT cornmunity-
based construction after the earthquake
Safety Factors in Public Buildings Against
Earthquake Rish in the City of Padang,
lndonesia
Design of Flood Early Warning System
with Wifi Network Based on Smartphone
Risk Management of lnfrastructure
Development ln Border Area lndonesia -
Malaysia
Tsunami Shelter in Padang City: Location
Suitability and Management lssue
Knowledge Transfer to Builders in Post-
disaster Housing Reconstruction in West-
Sumatra of lndonesia
Cornmunity Base Development at the
lm plernentatiorr of Rehabilitation and
Reconstruction Project After Earthquake
in West Sumatera
Critical Success Factors in lnfrastructure
Projects
Title
14.00 - 14.15 DRE-005
14.15 - 14.30 DRE-006
L4.30 - 1.4.45 DRE-007
Werrdi Boy, Suripin, and
Muhammad Agung Wibowo
Yulcherlina, Muhd Zaimi Abd
Ma]id, Mohd Rosli M Zin, and
Edrizal
Ahyar Supani, Yuli Andriani, and
Ahmad Taqwa
Suryani Fitri, Trikariastoto, and lta
Reinita
Eva Rita, Robby Permata, Hilma
Yonne, and Nasfryzal Carlo
Benny Hidayat and ZalAfif
ILlLtrtrtrtLlrlrtrti-lr-tr-tr-tr-tr-[Llu[-tLILrL[iluxultlu[uttxuxutuxululutr.
14.4s - 15.00 CPM-027
Authors
Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty
of Engineering Diponogoro University-
Semarang, lndonesia
Universiti Teknologi IMalaysia, Johor
Bahru, Malaysia
State Polytechnic of Sriwijaya, Srijaya
Negara Street, Palembang, South
Sumatera, lndonesia
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, University Persada
lndonesia 
- 
Y.A.l
Disaster Studi Centre/Lecturer of
Postgraduate cf-L.lniversitas Bung Hatta
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Universitas Andalas,
Padang, lndonesia
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia, Johror Bahru,
Malaysia
Candidate of Engineering Doctorate
Studies, Faculty of Civil Engineering,
Unlversiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM)
Affiliation
lndra Farni, Rosli Mohamad Zin,
Alzahri
Siti Fairus Zakaria; Rosli
Mohamad Zin; lsmail Mohamad
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No. Tirne
15.15 - 15.30 DRE-008
Paper lD
1s.30 - 1s.45 DftF 009
1s.4s - 16.00 one-olo
Mleeting Room 3 - Sessiorr Vl - tr6 August 20tr7 {1.5.1"5 - X7.00}
-T'Irr-r Loss on [rrolit ofCorrtr;rctor Risksas a
Io rrr Jrir l'ilurr ac-rtrss I hc -[h ree Periocls E: f
Ac r:h Re6iiotr
Dcrn;lrrtl vLlrsu:; Capacity of Tsunanri
5[relllrns in Padan6g
[: xterrral Risk Factors Affelcting
Ionstructit-ln Costs
Consl.ruction Cast lrnpacts Reiated ta
Manpowel , Mlal"eria[, and Equipment
Factors in Contractor Firrrs Perspective
Applici.rtiun of Cirnr*hi River Urirt
t{yr}rop;raph fnr Fioorl [arly \A/arning
Systr:n'r
Srudy Gf At rd Min* Drainage
fi,{anagenrent VUith EvaIusting Climate
and Rairrf;ill in East Fit 3 West Banko Coal
ilriline
The Lleirelcrpment of Flcnci lv!ap in
[r,'ia Iaysia
16.00 - 1fr.l5 DRE-Cr[2
Tfitle
16.ls - 1.5.30 DRE-0r3
1,6"30 - 16.45 ENV-o14
16.45 - L7.00
Fachrirrr*zi, Saiful Hirsin, and
Mahrrruddin
Yosritzal, Baclrul l\4ustafa Kemal,
and Yoga Birno Auiia
Muherak, Saiful Husin, and hlutia
0k[ar:ral,i
Saifr-rI H usin, AbcJu!!a]'r, Mtredyan
Riza, and Mochamrnad Afifr-lddin
A.niani Budi Safarina sr:r:l Ramli
Autfiors
DRE-011
Civll Engineerlng, Syiah Kuala University,
Aceh-lndonesla
Clvil Engineeri ng fr epafi:mfl nt,
Engineering Faculty, tJfi iv*rsity of
Andalas, Padang, lNnfi N [$lA
Faculty of Engineering, [Jniv. of Syiah
Kuala, 231:1"1- Bantla Aceh, lnrlonesia
Hngineering Doctonal Strldy Program,
Univ. of Syiah Kuala, 23111 Banda Aceh,
lndonesia
.lende ral A.r:h mad\oa ni Un ivensity,
Terusan.!endera iSoedi rman Streer, P0
Uox 148 Cimahi, lndonesia 40532
Chem ical Engineering Departrrrent,
Faculty of Engineering PGRI [Jniversity,
301--1.6, Palemtrang, Indonesia
CanrJidate of Engineering Doctorate
Studies, Faculty of Civil Engineering,
Universiti Teknciogi lVtralaysia {UThl)
Affi!iatlon
Neny Rnchyani
Siti Fairus Za[<;:ri: ; Rasii
Moha:rnael Zin ; isrnail il'dnharnad
5l
f@,ft-#"r'tdh
No" Time
13.00 - 13.1.5 ABE-001
13.15 - .13.30 AEt-002
faper !D
PARALLEL SESSIONS
SUBTOPIC: ABE-001- ABE-024, ABE-026 
- 
ABE-029, WAT-001 
- 
WAT-009, WAT-011-WAT-017
13.30 - 13.4s ABE-003
lVleeting Rsorn 5 - Session I - 15 August 2017 {n,3.00 - 1$.CI0}
The Comparison of Vernacular Residences'
Therrn;rl Comfort !n Coastal with that in
N4ountainous Regions of Tropicai A,reas
Retl'rinking the Architectural Design Concept in
the Digital Culture (in Architectural's Practice
Perspective)
Dweller's Perreptlon toward Risha Pnecast
Technology Contribr-rtion in the Successfulness
of Petogogan Row-Housing Program
Simplified Vulnerabiltiy Analysis (SVA)
PreNirninary Design of the Frame Structure in
the Architectural Design Process
Amsh Displacement and Utilization from tlural
to Urban Areas, as Green Design Lifestyle
The Psychological Determinants of Energy
Saving Betravir:r
Application of Soil Bk:ck without Burning
Process and Calcium Silicate Panels as Building
Wall in Mountalnous Area
Thermal Com[ort in lrlaturally Ventilated
Buitrdlngs [n Maceio, Braz]i
13.45 -',14.00
Title Authors
14.00 - 1.4.15
ABE_OO4
ABE-OO5
14.15 - 1r.4.30 AB[-0C6
L4.30 - 14.45 ABE-007
Ir Ir tr rt [LILtLIrtLtlLlrtltrlr-tr-tLtLILILILILILILIL[ululrLlrtulrlLLxr
14.45 - 15.00 ABE-019
liermawan, EddV Prianto,
Erni Setyowati, antj Sunaryo
AlLrertus Galilr Frawata
HarriAnanta Setiadi
Architeeture Department, Q.ur'anic
Science University, Kalibeber Street
Wonosobo, 56351, lndonesia
Universitas Bina Nusantara
Research lnstitute for Housing and
Human Settlements, Ageney for Research
and Development, Mlinistry of Publie
\[/ork.s and and i-lousing Settlement,
.!alan Panyawungan, Cileunyi Wetan
Kabupaten Bandung
Doctoral Prograrn of Architectune and
,r!:n, Diponegoro University, lndonesla
School of Design Eina Nusantara
l.Jrriversity, Jakarta, lndonesia
Department of Real Estate, Faculty of
Geoinforrnation and Real Estate,
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, 81300
Johor Bahru, iohor, Malaysia
Department of Architecture, lnstitut
Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember, Kampus
ITS Sukolilcr, 5urabaya 501l"1
Faculty of Engineering, Unlversiti
Malaysia Sabah, .ialan UMS, 88400 Kota
Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia
l-ivian Teddy, Gagoek
b-lardimarr, Nluroji, and 5r i
I udjono
Ade Ariyarrr S;rli Iirr;t,w,ttr
Rarlin Manlor ;lrrr.1 [ ovv
Sheau-Ting,
Vinr.entius 1 otok Noerr.vasitrr
ancl Tanti Satriana llo.sary
Nasutio rr
Harirn! Djanrila
A,ffiliation
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No. Tirne
15.15 - 15.30 WAT-001
Paper !D
15.30 - 15.45 WAT-002
Meeti
Study on Regional lrrigation Water Loss
Kelirrgi Tugurnulyc: Primary Channel
Segment Bk 2 Bk 6 from Use Up to Fish
Pond JetterJ Lubuklirrggau City and District
Musi Rawas, SouLh Sumatra, lndonesia
Completion of Potential Conflicts of lnterest
througtr Optimizatlon of Rukoh Reservoir
Operatiorr in Pidie District, Aceh Province,
lndonesia
St.-rble Channel of Reclaimed Tidal l_owland
A Study of Water Pump Efficiency for
Household Water Demand at Lubuklinggau
Study of Morphometri to Debit Drainage
Basin ( Das) Arau Padang City
Dam Break Analysis and Flood lnundatlon
Mapping of Krisak Dam for Emergency
Action Plan
The Effect of Differences Rainfall Data
Duration and 'l'ime Period in the
Assessment of Rainwater Harvesting
Systenr Performance for Domestic \rVater
Use
Handling the Decline r:f Ground Water
Using Artificial Recharge Areas
15.45 - 16.00 WAT-003
Room 5 - Session
16.00 - 16.15
L6.15 - 16.30
16.30 - 16,45
Title
WAT-OO4
15 August 2017 (L5.15 
- 
17.15)
WAT-OO5
WAT-O06
15.45 - 17.00 WAT-007
Okma Yendri and Deden Putra
Andika
77.0A - 17.rs
Authors
Azmeri, lwan K. Hadihardaja, Nina
Shaskia, and Kamal Surya Admaja
Achmad Syarifudin, Momon S
lrnanuddin, Arie S Moerwanto, and
FX Suryadi
Anna Emiliawati
Lusi Utama, Amrizal, lsril Berd, and
Zu herna
Juliastuti and Oki Setyandito
lmroatul C. Jullana, M. Syahril Badri
Kusunra, M. Cahyono, Widjaja
Martokusumo, and Arno Adi
Kuntoro
Muhammad Shofi H, K. EdiYoga,
and Dicky Muslim
WAT-O08
Civil Engineering Departtment, Universitas
Musi Rawas
Department of Civil Engineering, Syiah
Kuala University, lndonesia, Jl. Syech Abdur
Rauf No. 7, Banda Aceh 23111_, Aceh
Province, lndonesia
Civil Engineering & Environmental
Departement, University of Bina Darma, Jl.
Jend. A. Yanl No. 3 Falembang, lndonesia
Civll Enginering's Program, Universitas
Musi Rawas, Jl. Pemb Komp Perkantoran
MURA South Sumatera
Civil Engineering Doctoral Program Andalas
University Padang
Civil Engineering Departnrent, t-aculty of
Engineering and Technology, Bina
Nusantara University, Jakarta, lndonesia
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of
Engineering, Sriwijaya University,
Palembang, lndonesia
Geological Engineering 
- 
Padjadjaran
U n ive rsity
Affiliation
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No. Time
08.00 - 08.15 wAT-009
Paper ID
08.].s - 08.30 wAT-011
08.30 - 08.45 WAT-012
Meeting Room 5 - Session tll - 15 August 2017 (08.00 - X0"00)
Feasibility Study of Rainwater Harvesting
for Domestic Use (Case Study : West
Jakarta Rainfall Data)
River Flow Modeling Using Artificial
Neural Networks ln Kapuas River, West
Kalimantan, lndonesia
The Effect of Land Use Change to
Maximum and Minimum Discharge in
Cikapundung River Basin
Critical Level of Water Recharges in the
Catchment Areas of Manna Watershed
Bengkulu Province lndonesia
The Analysis of Clean Water Demand for
Land Use Optimization Based on Water
Resource Balance in Balikpapan City
Structuring, public participation in water
resources management
Srnall Hydropower Spot Predictionusl ng
SWAT and a Diversion Algorithm, Case
Study: UpperCitarum River Basin
Spatial Distribution Level of Land Erosion
Disposition Based on the Analysis of Slope
on Central Lematang sub Basin
08.45 - 09.00 wAT-013
Title
09.00 - 09.15 WAT-014
09.15 - 09.30 WAT-015
09.30 - 09.45 WAT-016
Jasorr Kartolo and Elly
Kusumawati
Henny Herawati, Suripin, and
Suharyanto
Arno Adi Kuntoro, Anton Winarto
Putro, M.Syahril B.Kusuma,
Suardi Natasaputra
Khairul Amri, Loparedo Nugraha,
and Muhammad Faiz Barchia
Achmad Ghozali and Rossa
Margaret Kadar Yanti
Yuli Andriani, T. Yuri M Zagloel,
R.H. Koestoer and M Suparmoko
Hadi Kardhana, Doni Khaira Arya,
lwan K. Hadihardaja,
Widyaningtyas, Edi Riawan, and
Atika Lubis
Dinar Dwi Anugerah Putranto,
Sarino, and Yuono, AL
Ir-tltr-tltLtLtLILtLti-lr-tr-tr-tLtLILILtLIr-tr-lr-[i-tr-[r-tr-tr-[r-lr-[r-[uxullluiuxu
09"4s - 10,00 !vAT-01"7
Authors
Civil Engineering of Krida Wacana
Christian Universlty
Clvil Engineering Department,
Tanjungpura U niversity, lndonesia
Faculty of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, lnstitut Teknologi Bandung,
lndonesia
Civil Engineering Departrnent, Faculty of
Engineeri ng, University of Bengkulu
38377,lndonesia
Departemerrt of Civil Engi neering,
Kalimantan lnstitute of Technology,
Balikpapan
School of Environmental Science,
University of lndr.rnesia
Water Resources Engineering Research
Group, Faculty of Civil & Environmental
Engineering, lnstitutTeknologi Bandung
(trB)
Civil Engineering Programm, Post
Graduate Programm, Universitas
Sriwijaya, Jl. Padang Selasa, Bukit Besar,
Affiliation
Palem
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I10,15 - 10.30 ABE-OO8
Public-Private Par[nership for Housing
Construction Projects: A Comparative
Analysis of the Success f,actors between
Malaysia and Nigeria
10.45 - 11.00
Room S - Session iV -
ABE-O1O
Linkages Between Capital Structure Policy
and Malaysian Real Estate lnvestment
Trusts' Property Portfolio Enlargement
1.1.15 - 11.30
ii:rr.lilf
i:ari:t'i:;iii
Muhammad Zayyanu and Foziah
Johar
ABE-012
11.45 - 12.00
A Comparative Study : The Spatial
Organization of Pre and Post Disaster
l,louse in Traditional Cultured Area; Study Vicky Agustina
Case : Core House Project in Kasongan,
ABE-014
Rohaya Abdul Jalil, Maimunah
Sapriand Tiong Chai Ping
lndonesia
Department of Urban and Regional
Planning, Faculty of Built Environment,
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, 81310,
Johor Bahru, Malaysia
Transformation of Rumah Limas Due to
City Development
Centre for Real Estate Studies, Universiti
Teknologi Malaysia, Malaysia
;.:rin;l;
ii....l.:,1
iil,l:ii.i.s
rf:i;ia!i'
Fani Rizki Rahmawati and Widya
Fransiska F Anwar
Department of Architecture,
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Department of Design and Animation ,
Palcomtech,Palembang, lndonesia
The
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13.00 - 13.ls ABE-01s
13.30 - 13.45 ABE-017
Contextual Attributes Facilitating Solid
Waste Separation at Source Practice
among Household in Malaysia
L4.00 - 14.L5 ABE-020
An Overview of BIM Uptake in Asian
Developing Countries
..:
L4.30 - 14.45 ABE-022
.tLILtLtLttti-ILh-h-It-Xt-ft-[i-tr-If[LlLtLILtrtrXt-[rXuXr-XuXutrrXuXrNrXulrtrtr
Achieving Walkable City in lndonesia:
Policy and Responsive Design through
Public Participation
NurAzzlin Mangsor and Low
Sheau-Ting
Performative Building Envelope Design
Correlated to Solar Radiation and Cooling Thiodore Jacky and S-rntoni
Energy Consumption
Noor AkmalAdillah lsmail, Maria
Chiozzi, and Robin Drogemuller
Department of Real Estate, Faculty of
Geoinformation and Real Estate,
UniversitiTeknologi Malaysia, 81310
Johor Bahru, Johor,Malaysia
Natalia Tanan and Laksmi lnstitute of Road Engineering, Ministry of
Darmoono F' Public Works and Housing
Shahela Mamter, Abdul Rashid
Abdul Aziz, Jafri Zulkepii
School of Civil Engineering & Built
Environment Queensland University of
Technology, Brisbpne, Australia
UPH, School of Design, L5810 M.H.
Thamrin Boulevard, lndonesia
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15.15 - L5.30 ABE-023
15.4s - 1.5.00 ABE-025
Evaluatlon of Daytghting Performance in
Limas House
15.15 - L6.30
ACCULTURATION OF STRUCTURAL AND
CONSTRUCTION IN THE HOUSES OF
BALINESE MIGRANTS IN DAYAK NGAJU'S
HOMELAND, BASARANG JAYA, KAPUAS,
CEN,TRAL KALIMANTAN
Widya Fransiska F. Anwar
Waqf Private Propefi Trust Fund as
Property Unlock lnit;ative
Herwin Sutrisno, Gagoek
Hardiman, Edward E. Pandelaki,
and Theresia Susi
Department of Architectire, Faculty of
Engineering, Universitas Siwijaya
Rohaya Abdul Jalil, Maimunah
Sapriand Tiong Chai Ping
Program of Architecture and Urbanism,
Diponegoro University, Semarang 50275-
lndonesia
Centre for Real Estate Studies, Faculty of
Geoinformation and Real Estate, Faculty
of lslamic Civilzation, Universiti Teknoiogi
Malaysia
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